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Periodically-driven or Floquet systems can realize anomalous topological phenomena that do not
exist in any equilibrium states of matter, whose classification and characterization require new
theoretical ideas that are beyond the well-established paradigm of static topological phases. In this
work, we provide a general framework to understand anomalous Floquet higher-order topological
insulators (AFHOTIs), the classification of which has remained a challenging open question. In
two dimensions (2D), such AFHOTIs are defined by their robust, symmetry-protected corner modes
pinned at special quasienergies, even though all their Floquet bands feature trivial band topology.
The corner-mode physics of an AFHOTI is found to be generically indicated by 3D Dirac/Weyl-like
topological singularities living in the phase spectrum of the bulk time-evolution operator. Physically,
such a phase-band singularity is essentially a “footprint” of the topological quantum criticality, which
separates an AFHOTI from a trivial phase adiabatically connected to a static limit. Strikingly, these
singularities feature unconventional dispersion relations that cannot be achieved on any static lattice
in 3D, which, nevertheless, resemble the surface physics of 4D topological crystalline insulators. We
establish the above higher-order bulk-boundary correspondence through a dimensional reduction
technique, which also allows for a systematic classification of 2D AFHOTIs protected by point
group symmetries. We demonstrate applications of our theory to two concrete, experimentally
feasible models of AFHOTIs protected by C2 and D4 symmetries, respectively. Our work paves the
way for a unified theory for classifying and characterizing Floquet topological matters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recognition of the role of topology in band theory
has spawned a systematic classification and identifica-
tion of topological band insulators that are distinct from
atomic ones [2–10]. The nontrivial bulk band topology
manifests itself as robust gapless states residing on lower-
dimensional boundaries. Such bulk-boundary correspon-
dence constitutes a hallmark of topological band theory,
and plays an essential role in both experimental probe
and theoretical characterization. Apart from internal
symmetries (time reversal, particle-hole, and chiral sym-
metries), the ubiquitous crystalline symmetries in solids
furnish a much richer set of topological crystalline insu-
lators (TCIs) [11–17] that were previously overlooked in
the tenfold-way topological classification. A well-known
example is the three-dimensional (3D) mirror-protected
TCI phase in bulk SnTe [18], whose topological Dirac

surface states have been experimentally observed us-
ing angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
[19].

Remarkably, crystalline symmetries can sometimes
support a novel higher-order bulk-boundary correspon-
dence [20–42], which is generally not possible in
any internal-symmetry-protected topological insulators.
Namely, for some TCIs, the bulk topology enforces gap-
less modes to live on boundary manifolds with codi-
mension d > 1, for example, 1D hinge modes on the
surface of a bulk-3D system, and 0D corner modes on
the edge of a bulk-2D system. Such TCIs are generally
termed “higher-order topological insulators” (HOTIs).
Researchers have introduced various symmetry-based in-
dicators [43, 44] (i.e. functions of crystalline symmetry
eigenvalues at high symmetry momenta) to achieve a sim-
ple and feasible topological diagnosis for HOTIs. So far,
materialization of HOTI physics has been predicted in
bismuth [45] (experimentally supported by scanning tun-
neling microscopy studies), EuIn2As2 [46], MoTe2 [47],
Cd3As2 [48], MnBi2nTe3n+1 [49], etc.

More recently, motivated by the experimental progress
in synthetic photonic and cold atomic systems, such
topological ideas have been extended beyond static elec-
tronic materials and apply to out-of-equilibrium systems
as well, in particular, Floquet systems that are sub-
ject to time-periodic drives [50–61]. For instance, the
quasienergy Floquet bands of a periodically driven sys-
tem can carry their own topological indices, analogous to
the energy bands in a static system. However, such topo-
logical theory of Floquet bands is incapable of captur-
ing anomalous Floquet topological phenomena. Specifi-
cally, Ref. [62] first pointed out the possibility of a 2D
anomalous Floquet topological insulator (AFTI) in class
A, which hosts robust chiral edge modes even when all of
its bulk Floquet bands carry trivial Chern numbers. In
fact, the topological nature of such anomalous chiral edge
mode configuration is encoded in the full time-evolution
operator U(k, t) within one period T , instead of its Flo-
quet band Hamiltonian. Following this seminal work, a
complete classification of AFTIs from the ten Altland-
Zirnbauer symmetry classes in all dimensions has been
achieved [63, 64].

Following the breakthroughs of static HOTIs, it is nat-
ural to extend the concept of AFTIs to a higher-order ver-
sion, i.e. anomalous Floquet higher-order topological in-
sulators (AFHOTIs) [1, 65–70]. In 2D, such an AFHOTI,
by definition, features robust 0D modes bound to the sys-
tem’s geometric corners, which are further energetically
pinned at both quasienergies 0 and π/T 1. However,
theoretical proposals for AFHOTIs have so far been re-
stricted to case-by-case studies, and the corresponding
topological indices are also designed in a model-specific
manner with limited generality. Moreover, the major-
ity of AFHOTI proposals are in fact not bulk higher-
order topological in the conventional sense. Namely, the
corner modes of such a Floquet system can be symmet-
rically eliminated via closing the boundary quasienergy
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FIG. 1. A 2D AFHOTI features Floquet corner modes at both quasienergies 0 and π. It is characterized by the emergence of
topological singularity on the principle zone boundary of the 3D phase band φ̃(k, t), i.e. the eigenspectrum of the periodized

return map Ũ(k, t). Such a phase-band singularity is further linked to the gapless surface state of a 4D static topological
crystalline insulator.

gap, instead of a bulk one. Following the convention in
static HOTIs, one can call such Floquet systems extrin-
sic AFHOTIs, in sharp contrast to the intrinsic AFHO-
TIs which do feature a higher-order bulk-boundary cor-
respondence. A typical example of an extrinsic AFHOTI
is shown in Ref. [1], which introduced a 2D quantum
walk model as a Floquet version of a quadrupole insula-
tor [20, 21]. Despite the phenomenological resemblance
to an intrinsic AFHOTI, however, the crystalline sym-
metries (i.e. D2 symmetry) in their model are insuffi-
cient to protect corner modes against generic adiabatic,
D2-preserving perturbations. Despite being inherently
different, the crucial distinctions between extrinsic and
intrinsic AFHOTIs have not been explored in depth in
the literature. Specifically, lacking a general theory, the
intrinsic AFHOTIs have so far remained far less well-
understood than both their first-order cousins (i.e. AF-
TIs) and their static analogs (i.e. HOTIs). How to sys-
tematically characterize and classify higher-order anoma-
lous Floquet topological phases remains an intriguing,
crucial, and challenging open question in the fields of
both topological phases and non-equilibrium dynamics.

In this work, we fill in this gap by providing a theoret-
ical framework that allows for a systematic classification
and characterization of general AFHOTIs. Unless other-
wise stated, the AFHOTIs considered in this work always
refer to the intrinsic ones. As a demonstration, in this
work we focus on 2D AFHOTIs protected by both point
group symmetries and chiral symmetry. The presence of
chiral symmetry is necessary for all 2D AFHOTIs and
is responsible for pinning their topological corner modes
at quasienergies 0 and π/T . A key stepping stone in our

1 The AFHOTIs should also be distinguished from conventional
Floquet HOTIs [71–74], where the corner modes only show up at
either 0 or π/T . Such corner modes can be diagnosed from the
topological indices of the bulk Floquet bands.

theoretical framework is the deep connection between 2D
anomalous Floquet higher-order topology and irremov-
able topological singularities in the 3D phase bands of
the time-evolution operator. Such topological singulari-
ties live in the 3D (k, t) parameter space and generally
take the form of stable 3D Weyl or Dirac points across
the principal zone boundary of the phase band. It is the
very existence of such phase-band singularities that pro-
hibits the AFHOTIs from being adiabatically deformed
to any static system, making our AFHOTIs intrinsically
dynamical phases of matter. Strikingly, all of the robust
phase-band singularities exhibit unconventional disper-
sion relations that cannot be achieved in a 3D static lat-
tice. Rather, such exotic 3D singularities resemble the
boundary physics of static TCIs in 4D.

Specifically, our classification scheme for 2D AFHOTIs
consists of two steps: (i) a classification of symmetry-
protected topological phase-band singularities; (ii) a
mapping from bulk phase-band singularities to boundary
topological modes. For the first step, we start by explor-
ing phase-band singularities protected by n-fold rotation
groups Cn. We find that a stable Cn-protected singular-
ity generically takes the form of a “dynamical Weyl pair”
(DWP), which is a pair of chiral-related Weyl points with
a vanishing net monopole charge. We prove that such a
single DWP is stable iff Cn anticommutes with chiral
symmetry. This further allows us to define a set of Cn
topological charges that fully classify all stable DWPs for
a given Floquet system with Cn symmetry.

We then move on to classify the phase-band singulari-
ties protected by a dihedral group Dn, which is generated
by a Cn rotation and a mirror reflection Mx. The mir-
ror symmetry in the Dn group not only constrains the
Cn topological charges, but is also capable of protecting
new type of singularities on their own. We identify a set
of mirror topological charges to fully characterize mirror-
protected singularities, which are well-defined only if mir-
ror and chiral symmetries commute with one another.
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Combining the rotation and mirror topological charges,
we obtain a complete classification of phase-band sin-
gularities for general class AIII Dn-symmetric Floquet
systems in 2D. In particular, we emphasize that the D2-
symmetric Floquet quadrupole insulator model proposed
in Ref. [1] is singularity-free (see Appendix D) and carries
none of the above crystalline topological charges, consis-
tent with its extrinsic topological nature.

However, phase-band singularities do not necessar-
ily imply higher-order topology. Therefore, the second
part of our results aims to establish the higher-order
bulk boundary correspondence, i.e. the mapping be-
tween bulk singularities and Floquet corner modes. This
is achieved by introducing a new theoretical technique
dubbed “phase-band dimensional reduction” (PBDR).
Physically, PBDR maps a 2D Floquet system with phase-
band singularities to a set of lower-dimensional building
blocks, in this case, 1D class AIII AFTIs [75, 76] with end
modes. If the end modes of the resulting 1D AFTIs are
both symmetry protected and topology enforced, they
will correspond to robust corner modes in the original
2D Floquet system before the PBDR mapping. In this
way, we succeed in establishing the higher-order bulk-
boundary correspondence and defining the associated
higher-order topological indices, which thus completes
our classification for 2D AFHOTIs with point group sym-
metries. In particular, we find that Cn-protected AFHO-
TIs generally admit a Z2 classification, while those pro-
tected by Dn groups can admit a Z or Z× 2Z classifica-
tion, depending on their specific symmetry properties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II is
a summary of our main results in this paper, which also
contains a brief review of basic notions that are impor-
tant to our theory. In Sec. III, we revisit the theory of 1D
AFTIs in class AIII and demonstrate how the anomalous
Floquet topology in these 1D systems is encoded in their
phase-band singularities. Sec. IV and V classify Cn and
Dn-protected phase-band singularities in 2D class AIII
Floquet systems, respectively. We introduce the PBDR
technique in Sec. VI, where we also establish the higher-
order bulk-boundary correspondence for each symmetry
class, and conclude the classifications for 2D AFHOTIs
with point group symmetries. As demonstrations, we ap-
ply our topological diagnostic to two concrete AFHOTI
models in Sec. VII: one with C2 symmetry and the other
with D4 symmetry. Finally, we close with discussions for
future directions in Sec. VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND SUMMARY OF
RESULTS

In this section, we start with some basic notions for
general Floquet systems and further introduce the con-
cept of phase-band topological singularities as an indi-
cator of anomalous Floquet topological phenomena. We
then define the concept of AFHOTIs in 2D and further
specify the crucial role of both spectral and crystalline

symmetries in protecting those exotic phases. Our key
result in this work, the topological classification of 2D
AFHOTIs with point group symmetries, is summarized
in the last part.

A. Basic notions

The quantum dynamics of a time-periodic Bloch
Hamiltonian H(k, t) = H(k, t + T ) is described by its
time-evolution operator

U(k, t) = T e−i
´ t
0
H(k,t′)dt′ , (1)

where T denotes time ordering. At stroboscopic times,
the Floquet operator U(k, T ) defines the Floquet Hamil-
tonian via

H
(ε)
F (k) ≡ i

T
logε U(k, T ), (2)

whose eigenvalues {εn(k)} define the quasienergy or Flo-
quet bands. Here ε labels the branch cut of the logarith-
mic function, with

logε(e
iα) = iα, for ε− 2π < α < ε. (3)

For our purpose, we take ε = π throughout our discussion

and hence the superscript in H
(ε)
F (k) will be omitted for

simplicity. It is easy to see that {εn(k)}, the quasienergy
spectrum of HF , is periodic in units of 2π/T , leading to
a series of Floquet Brillouin zones. Therefore, we can re-
strict the quasienergies of HF within the principle zone
(− π

T ,
π
T ]. Below we will drop the factor of 1/T in the

quasienergies. Similarly to conventional electronic bands
in static systems, a Floquet band can carry its own topo-
logical index. For example, a monolayer graphene can
be turned into a Floquet Chern insulator in the presence
of circularly polarized light [57], which features both a
nonzero Chern number in its bulk Floquet bands and a
chiral edge mode in the quasienergy spectrum of a finite
system with open boundary.

An anomalous Floquet topological system, however,
features exotic boundary topological phenomena in its
quasienergy spectrum, despite the triviality of all its Flo-
quet bands. A known example is the 2D anomalous Flo-
quet topological insulator (AFTI) in class A with chiral
edge modes on the boundary, while each of its Floquet
bands carries a vanishing Chern number [62]. Such an
anomalous Floquet topological phase, by definition, has
no static analogs. Hence, its topological information is,
in principle, encoded in the full time evolution process
(e.g. U(k, t) for t ∈ (0, T ]), but not in a single Floquet
operator U(k, T ).

To understand the general anomalous Floquet topo-
logical physics, it is instructive to consider the eigenvalue
spectrum of U(k, t):

U(k, t) |φn(k, t)〉 = e−iφn(k,t)|φn(k, t)〉, (4)
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where |φn(k, t)〉 denotes an eigenstate of the evolution op-
erator, and {φn(k, t)} are known as the “phase bands” in
(k, t) space [77]. When t = T , the phase band φn(k, T )
is exactly the Floquet band εn(k) (i.e. eigenvalues of
HF ) up to a factor of T . Similarly to the Floquet bands,
{φn(k, t)} are well-defined modulo 2π, and can thus be
restricted within the principal zone (−π, π]. Usually, it
is convenient to define the return map (or the “micromo-
tion” operator)

Ũ(k, t) ≡ U(k, t)eiHF (k)t, (5)

which is periodic in time

Ũ(k, t) = Ũ(k, t+ T ), (6)

and contains the same information as U(k, t) [62]. The

phase band {φ̃n(k, t)} for Ũ can be defined similarly.
In particular, a phase-band singularity occurs when (i)

the phase band manifold φn(k, t) or φ̃n(k, t) is gapless

across its principal zone boundary (e.g. φ̃n = ±π); (ii)
the gaplessness has a topological origin and is irremovable
without closing the bulk Floquet gap. We emphasize that
the phase-band singularities generally serve as an indica-
tor of general anomalous Floquet topological phenomena,
including both AFTIs and AFHOTIs, which can manifest
itself as point nodes, line nodes, etc. For example, the
anomalous chiral edge modes of a 2D class A AFTI are
determined by the net monopole charge of Weyl nodes in
the phase band [77]. As we will show later, the concept
of phase-band singularity also plays a crucial role in our
theory of AFHOTIs.

B. Anomalous Floquet higher-order topology

We define a 2D Floquet system as a symmetry-
protected AFHOTI if the following conditions are sat-
isfied:

(i) its bulk Floquet spectrum is gapped around
quasienergies 0 and π;

(ii) the bulk Floquet bands are topologically trivial;

(iii) it has no 1D anomalous (e.g. chiral or helical) edge
modes penetrating the bulk Floquet gaps;

(iv) it hosts robust 0D localized modes at quasienergies
0 and π;

(v) both 0 and π modes are protected symmetrically
and topologically, which cannot be eliminated with-
out breaking the symmetry or closing the bulk Flo-
quet gap at 0 and π.

Let us make a few remarks on the above definition.
First of all, a spectral symmetry (e.g. chiral symmetry
S) is required for pinning the 0D modes at the special
quasienergies, without which the 0D modes can move

freely in energy and merge with the bulk Floquet bands.
We note that for some static obstructed atomic insulators
with no chiral symmetry, one can still measure the frac-
tional electron charge accumulated around each sample
corner as a signature of the corner-mode physics [36, 37],
even when the corner localized eigenstates are shifted
away from zero energy. However, such a fractional corner
charge relies on a good definition of electron filling, which
is somewhat tricky in periodically driven systems. In this
case, only corner modes that are energetically pinned by
chiral symmetry will be considered as higher-order topo-
logical in our theory.

Secondly, the higher-order bulk-boundary correspon-
dence of an AFHOTI is only possible with the protection
of certain spatial or space-time crystalline symmetry G.
The symmetry protection guarantees the robustness of
0D modes against any adiabatic perturbations that re-
spect G, i.e., smooth deformations to U(k, t) that keep
the bulk quasienergy gap open at 0 and π. In contrast,
without G, one can always attach additional 1D Floquet
topological states with 0 and π end modes to the sys-
tem’s boundary, which can hybridize with the original
0D modes and shift them away from quasienergies 0 and
π. The robustness against any symmetry-allowed pertur-
bation is an important factor that distinguishes our def-
inition of (intrinsic) AFHOTIs from the aforementioned
extrinsic ones.

In addition, the triviality of bulk Floquet bands guar-
antees that the number of robust zero modes equals to
that of the π modes. In reality, both the zero and π
modes will simultaneously appear around certain geomet-
ric corners of a system with open boundary. Therefore,
while we only mention explicitly one set of corner modes
hereafter, the readers should always have in mind that
there are two copies of such corner modes in the system
at quasienergies 0 and π, respectively.

Lastly, we note that an AFHOTI, by definition, can-
not be diagnosed by any known topological index that is
defined for static systems. This motivates us to estab-
lish a new theoretical framework for describing general
AFHOTI phenomena, which is briefly summarized in the
following subsections.

C. Phase-band singularities for 2D class AIII
Floquet systems

In this work, we focus on the topological classifica-
tion and characterization of 2D AFHOTIs protected by
both chiral symmetry S and 2D point group symme-
tries. Namely, we will take the crystalline group G as
either a rotation group Cn or a dihedral group Dn, for
n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6}. Similar to 2D AFTIs, the topologi-
cal nature of a 2D AFHOTI is generally encoded in cer-
tain types of singularities in the 3D phase-band manifold.
This yields a simple and intuitive interpretation: the sin-
gularities are essentially a “footprint” of of the topologi-
cal quantum criticality that separates an AFHOTI from
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a trivial phase connected to a static limit.
To see this, let us first assume that an AFHOTI hosts

a singularity in its phase bands φ(k, t), as shown in
Fig. 2. It is easy to see that by gradually increasing
the driving frequency ω of this AFHOTI, we are effec-
tively pushing the singularity away from t = 0 along the
time axis. In particular, at some critical frequency ωc
the singularity exactly sits at t = T and closes the Flo-
quet gap at quasienergy π. When ω > ωc, the system
remains singularity-free until it reaches the static limit
with ω → ∞. In this case, all phases with ω > ωc (or
ω > ωc) are topologically and dynamically equivalent,
since they are all connected to one another along the
frequency path with no π-gap closing. As a result, the
phase-band singularity at ω = ωc manifests itself as a
topological phase transition between the AFHOTI and
the static limit. Therefore, an AFHOTI, being statically
impossible, must host phase-band singularities as an ob-
struction to the static limit. In other words,

• classifying the phase-band singularity is equivalent
to classifying the quantum criticality that separates
our target system from a static limit.

It should be emphasized that the presence of sin-
gularities is a necessary yet insufficient condition for
AFHOTIs. In other words, not all π-gap-closing quan-
tum criticalities indicate a transition from the static
limit to an AFHOTI. Below, we will start from a
systematic classification for phase-band singularities in
general 2D class AIII Floquet systems with point-group
symmetries, and leave discussions on their topological
implications to Sec. II E.

First of all, the phase-band singularities for 2D class
AIII Floquet systems generically manifest themselves
as collections of 3D Weyl nodes,2 whose locations and
monopole charges are compatible with the crystalline
symmetry group G = Cn or Dn as well as the chiral
symmetry S. In general, such a Weyl node can appear
anywhere within the phase band Brillouin zone. How-
ever, for anomalous Floquet topology, we only need to
focus on Weyl nodes across the principal zone boundary

at φ̃ = ±π, which completely determine the boundary
modes at quasienergy π and cannot be removed with-
out closing the Floquet gap at π [77]. That all Floquet
bands are topologically trivial requires the same number
of boundary modes at quasienergy zero. Generically, the
effective Hamiltonian of a 3D phase-band Weyl node can
be written as:

hw ≡ i logŨ(k, t) ≈ π12 + vxkxσx− vykyσy + vttσz, (7)

where σx,y,z are Pauli matrices, and the constant π12

indicates that the Weyl node resides at the principal zone
boundary.

2 In general, nodal loop singularities are also possible. However,

FIG. 2. By gradually increasing the driving frequency ω,
an AFHOTI with phase-band singularity (the red dots) un-
dergoes a topological phase transition with π-gap closing
in the quasienergy spectrum, before turning into a static,
singularity-free system. Note that the Floquet bands are the
intersections between the phase band φ(k, t) and the green
line at t = T . Therefore, at the topological transition point,
the gapless Floquet bands around the π-gap is exactly the
phase-band singularity in the original AFHOTI.

To gain some intuitions of the symmetry constraints
imposed on the phase-band Weyl node, we first note that
chiral symmetry S acts as a unitary time-reflection sym-
metry on the return map:

SŨ(k, t)S−1 = Ũ(k, T − t), (8)

Thus, starting with a Weyl node carrying a Weyl charge q
at (k, t), S will map it to another Weyl node with charge
−q at (k, T − t). As a result, the phase-band Weyl nodes
always come in chiral-related pairs, which guarantees a
vanishing net Weyl charge and thus the absence of chiral
edge modes. We dub such a chiral-related Weyl pair a
dynamical Weyl pair (DWP).

Naively, without any additional symmetry being im-
posed, such a pair of Weyl nodes can annihilate one
another when brought together and hence is unstable.
Nevertheless, when there is an additional n-fold rota-
tion symmetry Cn anticommuting with S, a novel mech-
anism can be activated to prevent pair annihilation of
certain DWPs on the rotation-invariant axes. Specifi-
cally, an on-axis Weyl node can be effectively viewed as a
pair of counter-propagating 1D modes dispersing along t-
direction. Then the right-moving and left-moving modes
must transform as irreducible representations under Cn,

such nodal loops are either contractible, in which case they can
be shrunk to a point; or noncontractible (going around the entire
Brillouin zone), which are generically unstable when translation
symmetry is absent. Therefore, in this work, it suffices to con-
sider point-like singularities (i.e. Weyl/Dirac nodes in 3D). An
example of a contractible nodal loop is also considered in Sec. V.
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3D Dirac/Weyl 
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2D Dirac nodes

4D 𝐶𝑛/𝐷𝑛-protected TCI
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1D anomalous 
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Phase Band

Surface

Dimensional
Reduction

Phase Band

Surface
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Classification of 
phase-band singularity

Bulk-boundary
correspondence

Robustness

Classification of 2D
anomalous Floquet HOTI

FIG. 3. Logic flow of our classification scheme for 2D anomalous Floquet higher-order topology.

which can thus be labeled by the z-component angular
momentum jz = J and jz = J + 1, respectively. We
note that bands with distinct jz values cannot hybridize
to anticross on a rotation axis. This inspires us to de-
fine an irrep-dependent Weyl charge qJ for an on-axis
Weyl node. While the value of qJ still characterizes the
monopole charge, the additional subscript J originates
from the quantum number jz carried by the bands and
thus provides the necessary symmetry information. In
particular, two on-axis Weyl nodes carrying qJ1 and qJ2
can annihilate each other only if both qJ1 = −qJ2 and
J1 = J2 are satisfied.

As we show in Sec. IV, when [Cn,S] = 0, the chiral-
related Weyl pair always carries opposite values of Weyl
charges with the same J-label: qJ and −qJ , thus they
can always be trivialized as a whole. When {Cn,S} = 0,
we find that such a DWP carries opposite Weyl charges
with distinct J-labels: qJ = −qJ+n

2
, and hence is stable

by itself. Notably, this implies that robust DWPs do
not exist for C3-symmetric systems, as n

2 must be an
integer. The net topological singularities in the phase
band is characterized by a set of Cn topological charges

{Q(n)
J }, which counts the net Weyl charge labeled by J

for all Cn-invariant axes. Further taking into account
constraints from chiral symmetry, we find n

2 independent

Cn topological charges, leading to a Z
n
2 classification for

the Cn-protected topological singularities, as shown in
Table I.

A dihedral group Dn is generated by both a Cn rota-
tion and an additional mirror symmetry M. Thus, the

rotation charges Q
(n)
J remain well-defined for dihedral

groups. However, mirror symmetry imposes additional
constraints on the rotation charges that further reduce

the number of independent Q
(n)
J ’s for each n. Moreover,

we demonstrate in Sec. V that a mirror symmetry M
can protect robust singularities by itself if [M,S] = 0,
which defines a Z-type mirror topological charge QM.
Such a mirror-protected singularity instead takes the
form of a 3D fourfold-degenerate Dirac node living on

the 1D intersection between the S-invariant plane and
the M-invariant plane. For example, a Mx-protected
Dirac node can move freely along the ky axis at either

(kx, t) = (0, T2 ) or (kx, t) = (π, T2 ). Notably, such a M-
protected Dirac singularity can be deformed into an ex-
otic nodal loop upon symmetric perturbations, as will be
discussed in details in Sec. V.

Since the dihedral groups contain both rotation and

mirrory symmetries, it is possible that bothQ
(n)
J andQM

are nontrivial in Dn-symmetric systems. For example, it
is actually rather common that a phase-band singularity
simultaneously carries both rotation and mirror charges.
Moreover, when multiple mirror planes are present, a dis-
tinct mirror charge QM′ can be defined for each set of
inequivalent mirror plane M′, as long as it commutes
with chiral symmetry. However, not all these topological
charges are independent. We find that the total number
of independent topological charges sensitively depends
on the commutation relations among rotation, mirror,
and chiral symmetries. After carefully disentangling the
complex relations among various topological charges, we
achieve a complete classification of Dn-protected phase-
band singularities, which is elaborated in Sec. V and
summarized in Table I.

D. Connection to 4D topological crystalline
insulators

We point out that a Cn or Dn-protected phase-band
topological singularity necessarily features anomalous
band connectivity that does not exist in any electronic
band structure of 3D static lattice systems. However,
such phase-band singularities do resemble exotic surface
state physics of 4D TCIs.

For example, we show in Sec. IV that a C2-protected
DWP exhibits a C2-velocity locking effect. Namely, both
right (left) movers along the t-axis carry the same C2

eigenvalues. This obviously violates the energy band
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Rotation Group C1 C2 C3 C4 C6

C+
n,− 0 0 0 0 0

C−n,− 0 0 0 0 0

C+
n,+ 0 Z 0 Z2 Z3

C−n,+ 0 Z 0 Z2 Z3

Dihedral Group D1 D2 D3 D4 D6

D+
n,−,− Z 0 Z 0 0

D+
n,−,+ 0 0 0 0 0

D+
n,+,− / Z× 2Z / Z Z2 × 2Z

D+
n,+,+ / Z× 2Z / Z Z2 × 2Z

D−n,−,− Z Z× 2Z Z Z× 2Z Z× 2Z

D−n,−,+ 0 0 0 0 0

D−n,+,− / 0 / Z× 2Z Z

D−n,+,+ / 0 / Z× 2Z Z

TABLE I. Classification of phase-band topological singulari-
ties protected by 2D point groups. We label different classes
of Cn and Dn groups as Csn,ηCn and Ds

n,ηCn ,ηMx
, respectively.

s = +(−) when (Cn)n = +1(−1), i.e. single versus double
group; ηCn = −(+) when Cn commutes (anticommutes) with
chiral symmetry; ηMx = −(+) when Mx commutes (anticom-
mutes) with chiral symmetry.

connectivity in a static lattice system, where the num-
ber of right movers and left movers carrying the same
C2 eigenvalue must be the same, due to the periodicity
of the Brillouin zone. Such a locking between the veloc-
ity and some good quantum number can only occur on
the boundary of a static topological system living in one
higher dimension, and a well-known example is the spin-
momentum locking for the helical edge states circulating
around a quantum spin Hall insulator [4, 5]. Indeed, we
show explicitly in Appendix A that the surface states of
a 4D C2-protected TCI are 3D Weyl nodes exhibiting the
same C2-velocity locking effect [78].

In fact, the intrinsic relation between a phase-band
topological singularity and a 4D TCI surface state is not
accidental. Note that if a phase-band singularity can be
realized on a static lattice, the fermion doubling theorem
always requires the existence of another singularity with
exactly the opposite topological characteristics. Then
such a pair of singularities can always be eliminated as
a whole, while preserving both the symmetries and the
bulk Floquet gaps. Therefore, a phase-band singularity
should violate the fermion doubling theorem to guarantee
its robustness. Such a violation is possible for the phase
band since it does not correspond to the energy spec-

trum of a local Hamiltonian, and the phases φ̃(k, t) are
periodic in 2π. Alternatively, in a static system, one can
go around the fermion doubling theorem by considering
the 3D boundary of a topological system living in four
dimensions.

Rotation Group C1 C2 C3 C4 C6

C+
n,− 0 0 0 0 0

C−n,− 0 0 0 0 0

C+
n,+ 0 Z2 0 Z2 Z2

C−n,+ 0 Z2 0 Z2 Z2

Dihedral Group D1 D2 D3 D4 D6

D+
n,−,− Z 0 Z 0 0

D+
n,−,+ 0 0 0 0 0

D+
n,+,− / Z / 0 Z

D+
n,+,+ / Z / 0 Z

D−n,−,− Z Z× 2Z Z Z× 2Z Z× 2Z

D−n,−,+ 0 0 0 0 0

D−n,+,− / 0 / Z 0

D−n,+,+ / 0 / Z 0

TABLE II. Classification of anomalous Floquet higher-order
topology protected by 2D point groups. The definitions of
different classes labeled as Csn,ηCn and Ds

n,ηCn ,ηMx
are the

same as Table I.

E. From phase-band singularities to higher-order
topology

As we have mentioned, the anomalous chiral edge mode
of an AFTI in class A is indicated by the bulk Weyl singu-

larities in its return map operator Ũ(k, t). This is simply
because the net phase-band Weyl charge exactly equals

to the topological winding number for Ũ , which counts
the total number of anomalous chiral edge modes [62].
Therefore, it is natural to expect that the Cn or Dn-
protected phase-band singularities dictate the number
of robust corner modes in AFHOTIs. However, lack-
ing a topological invariant characterization of AFHOTIs
as well as a higher-order bulk-boundary correspondence
based on which, new approaches are needed to relate the
phase-band singularities to higher-order topology.

In Sec. VI, we establish such a higher-order bulk-
boundary correspondence and identify the correspond-
ing higher-order topological indices for all Cn and Dn-
protected AFHOTIs, by developing a phase-band dimen-
sional reduction (PBDR) method. Such a method was
inspired by the dimensional reduction approach that has
been applied to classifying TCIs by reducing the problem
to classifying TIs in lower dimensions [79, 80]. Similarly,
our PBDR approach reduces the problem of classifying
2D AFHOTIs to that of 1D AFTIs in class AIII (see
Fig. 4), for which the classification and bulk-boundary
correspondence have been fully established. While 2D
AFHOTIs host corner localized 0 and π modes, a 1D
AFTI with chiral symmetry hosts 0 and π modes local-
ized at its endpoints. Such end modes in 1D class AIII
AFTIs can be classified by the chiral winding number

defined for Ũ [see Eq. (11)], which we prove is equiva-
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Phase-band

Dimensional Reduction

𝐶2-protected AFHOTI Trivial & singularity-free

0D corner/end modes                   1D class AIII AFTI

FIG. 4. An example of dimensional reduction applied to
C2-protected AFHOTI. The dimensional reduction procedure
adiabatically connects a 2D C2-protected AFHOTI harboring
corner modes with a 1D AFTI in class AIII harboring end
modes.

lent to the phase-band singularity characterization [see
Eq. (16)]. Different from the 3D Weyl/Dirac singulari-
ties in 2D AFHOTIs, the phase-band singularities for 1D
AFTIs are 2D Dirac nodes in (k, t) space.

More precisely, we divide our target Cn/Dn-symmetric
system into symmetry-related patches, as well as a “skele-
ton” sandwiched in between. In Fig. 4, we give a
schematic example for an AFHOTI with C2 symmetry.
The singularities living on the patches can be adiabati-
cally eliminated by coupling them to a mass term for the
phase band. To preserve the crystalline symmetries, such
a mass term cannot be spatially uniform, but rather takes
the form of a set of symmetry-preserving mass domain
walls, which exactly sits on top of the skeleton to respect
symmetries. This necessarily leads to chiral-protected 2D
Dirac modes localized around each domain wall, which
are exactly the defining singularities for 1D AFTIs. Since
the singularity-free patches are topologically trivial for
our purpose, we have thereby mapped the original 2D
system to a collection of symmetry-related 1D AFTIs,
completing the PBDR procedure.

After the PBDR, some end modes of the resulting 1D
AFTIs may be able to gap out one another and get trivi-
alized. The survivors, however, correspond to robust cor-
ner modes in the original 2D system. This allows us to
establish the higher-order bulk-boundary correspondence
for 2D AFHOTIs protected by point group symmetries.
After a careful analysis, we conclude that

• a 2D Cn-protected AFHOTI is characterized by a
Z2 topological index νn, where

νn ≡
∑
J

|Q(n)
J | mod 2; (9)

• a 2D Dn-protected AFHOTI is characterized by
the set of inequivalent mirror topological charges
{QM}, which admits a higher-order topological
classification of Z when there is only one nontriv-
ial mirror charge, or Z × 2Z when there are two
inequivalent mirror charges.

We now briefly summarize the boundary features of
AFHOTIs indicated by the above classification. First of
all, Dn-protected corner modes can only live on mirror-
invariant corners of the system. In particular, AFHO-
TIs with a Z classification is characterized by only one
nontrivial mirror charge QMx . The value of |QMx | cor-
responds to the number of corner modes on each Mx-
preserving corner. Notably, systems with QMx = N and
QMx = −N (N ∈ Z) are topologically distinct from one
another, since their corner modes carry different mirror
and chiral eigenvalues.

Secondly, a Z × 2Z classification occurs when a Dn-
symmetric system has two inequivalent mirror topologi-
cal charges QM and QM ′ . We find that in this case they
must obey: QM = QM ′ (mod 2). Therefore, the number
of corner modes at M -invariant corners must equal to
that at M ′-invariant corners, modulo 2.

In contrast, Cn-protected corner modes can exist on
an arbitrary collection of Cn-related corners. However,
the Z2 classification indicates that only an odd number
of corner modes are topologically stable in this case.

In Table II, we summarize our topological classifica-
tion of 2D AFHOTIs protected by point group sym-
metries. This classification, along with the associated
higher-order topological indices and the bulk-boundary
correspondence, constitutes the key result of this work.

III. REVISITING 1D ANOMALOUS FLOQUET
TOPOLOGY

As a warm up, we start by revisiting the theory of 1D
anomalous Floquet topological insulator (AFTI) in class
AIII, the defining boundary feature of which is the ro-
bust end modes pinned at both quasienergies 0 and π/T .
Although such systems are not higher-order topological,
they demonstrate in a simple way the general idea which
carries along to 2D AFHOTIs, that their anomalous
Floquet topology is indicated by phase-band singulari-
ties. Moreover, 1D AFTIs provide an elementary build-
ing block for establishing the higher-order bulk-boundary
correspondence in 2D AFHOTIs via phase-band dimen-
sional reduction (see Sec. VI).

1D AFTIs in class AIII are known to be characterized
by a topological invariant, namely, the chiral winding
number [75]. Below we shall first recast this winding
number in terms of phase-band singularities (in this case
2D Dirac points), which clarifies the physical meaning of
the topological invariant from a new perspective. As we
have mentioned earlier, such a 2D Dirac singularity, when
appearing at t = T , is precisely the topological critical
point between the AFTI phase and the trivial phase. We
also illustrate our singularity-based topological diagnos-
tic using a simple concrete model, which is a quantum
walk analog of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model.
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A. Winding number and phase-band singularity

Let us first introduce the winding number invariant
for characterizing class AIII AFTIs in one spatial dimen-
sion. Recall from Eq. (8) that chiral symmetry acts as

a time-reflection symmetry on the return map Ũ(k, t).
This leads to [

S, Ũ
(
k,
T

2

)]
= 0, (10)

which further implies that the return map Ũ(k, t) at the
chiral-invariant point t0 = T

2 block diagonalizes accord-
ing to the chiral eigenvalues S = ±1. The topological
invariant is thus given by the difference of the winding

numbers of the S = ±1 blocks of the return map Ũ(k, T2 ):

NS =

ˆ π

−π

dk

4π
Tr

[
SŨ†

(
k,
T

2

)
i∂kŨ

(
k,
T

2

)]
, (11)

where the trace is taken over all eigenstates of Ũ . The
chiral winding number NS also classifies the number of
edge-localized modes at both quasienergies 0 and π via
bulk-boundary correspondence.

Written explicitly in the eigenbasis of Ũ(k, T/2) with

phase-band eigenvalues {φ̃n(k, T/2)}, the chiral winding
number in Eq. (11) takes the following form:

NS =
W+ −W−

2
, (12)

where for each chiral sector we have

W± =

ˆ π

−π

dk

2π

∑
n±

∂φ̃n±(k, T/2)

∂k
. (13)

Here n± labels phase-band eigenstates with chiral eigen-
values ±1, respectively. Physically, W± indicates the
winding of phase bands at t = T/2 around the princi-
ple zone for each chiral sector S = ±. As pointed out
in Ref. [75], there exists a compatibility condition that
forces the net winding number to vanish:

W+ +W− = 0. (14)

We therefore arrive at

NS =W+. (15)

Apparently, a non-zero winding number implies the exis-
tence of irremovable phase-band singularities across the
principal zone boundary. In 2D (k, t) space, such a zone-
boundary singularity is essentially a 2D Dirac point living
on the chiral-invariant line (i.e. t = T

2 ).
The robustness of a singleNS -indicated 2D Dirac point

is guaranteed by chiral symmetry S. Since W+ = −W−,
a 2D Dirac point with NS = 1 is by definition a phase-
band crossing between a right-moving channel with S = 1
and a left-moving channel with S = −1, along the chiral-
invariant axis. It is then impossible to couple and gap out

FIG. 5. A pair of 2D Dirac nodes on the chiral symmetric line
t0 = T

2
. The chiral eigenvalue of each band is labeled as |±〉.

(a) The two right (left) movers have the same chiral eigen-
value (“chiral-velocity locking”), hence the two Dirac nodes
are stable. The corresponding NS = 2. (b) The two right
(left) movers have opposite chiral eigenvalues, hence the two
Dirac nodes can be gapped out. The corresponding NS = 0.

these two counterpropagating branches without violating
the chiral symmetry.

The stability of multiple Dirac points is then deter-
mined by the chiral winding pattern of each singularity,
since two counterpropagating modes along k can only gap
out each other when carrying the same chiral index. This
inspires us to define nR± as the number of right-movers
carrying a chiral index S = ±, which will contribute pos-
itively (negatively) to the chiral winding number NS , re-
spectively. We can then rewrite NS in a physically more
intuitive way

NS = nR+ − nR− ∈ Z, (16)

which exactly indicates the net number of robust Dirac
points on the zone boundary. For example, when the
right-moving modes (along k) of two Dirac points are
both within the “+” chiral sector, such a pair of Dirac
points carry NS = 2 and cannot annihilate each other
without breaking S [see Fig. 5(a)]. Nevertheless, two
Dirac points with opposite chiral winding patterns (i.e.
NS = 0) are always unstable, as shown in Fig. 5(b).

One may wonder whether Dirac nodes are still robust
singularities if they live away from the chiral-invariant
line. We note that for a Dirac node at (k0, t0) with
t0 6= T

2 , S enforces the existence of another Dirac point
at (k0, T−t0). When bringing such a chiral-related Dirac
pair to meet at t0 = T

2 , it is easy to show that they nec-
essarily carry NS = 0 as a whole. To be specific, since
S switches between the two right-moving modes of the
Dirac points, we can always superpose the two channels
to form a bonding (symmetric) state (with S = 1) and
an anti-bonding (anti-symmetric) state (with S = −1),
leading to a trivial chiral winding pattern. Therefore,the
“off-line” Dirac nodes can always annihilate with their
chiral partners and are thus not robust topological sin-
gularities.

Finally, we emphasize on the chiral-velocity locking ef-
fect of the NS -indicated Dirac nodes, where all right
(left) movers carry the same chiral eigenvalue, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). This is similar to the well-known spin-
momentum locking effect on the edge of a 2D quantum
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematics of the intra-cell u0 and inter-cell u1 couplings for the Hamiltonian H1D in Eq. (17). Each unit cell
contains two sublattices labeled by A and B. (b) Phase diagram of H1D. (c) In an open chain geometry, the Floquet spectrum
for the phase IV of H1D displays both 0 and π modes at each end of the chain, confirming the system as a 1D AFTI. We have
chosen u0 = π/T and u1 = 3π/(2T ). (d) Phase bands of the AFTI phase at t = T

2
show a nontrivial winding pattern along k,

confirming the nontrivial chiral winding number NS = 1. This agrees with the end-mode physics shown in (c).

spin Hall insulator [6, 7], implying such Dirac nodes can-
not be realized in a 2D static lattice system. However,
since S behaves as a mirror symmetry for time, the phase-
band Dirac nodes are exactly the same as those on the
surface of a 3D mirror-protected topological crystalline
insulator [18], if we view t as a crystal momentum or-
thogonal to kx. Such a correspondence between a phase-
band topological singularity and the boundary mode of a
higher-dimensional topological state is a generic feature
for anomalous Floquet topological phases, as we will show

in Sec. IV and V.

B. Model

We shall now give a concrete example to illustrate our
general discussions above. Consider a 1D chain subject
to the following time-periodic drive:

H1D(k, t) =


u0

∑
r c
†
r,Acr,B + h.c. 0 < t ≤ T

4 and 3T
4 < t ≤ T ;

u1

∑
r c
†
r+ax,A

cr,B + h.c. T
4 < t ≤ 3T

4 ,

(17)

where A,B denote the two sublattices within a unit cell,
as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Under the basis (|A〉, |B〉)T , chi-
ral symmetry is implemented by S = σz, and Hamil-
tonian (17) is invariant under chiral symmetry. Notice
that this model is in fact a Floquet version of the well-
known Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model [76, 81, 82], where the
intra-cell and inter-cell hoppings, i.e. u0 and u1, are pe-
riodically switched on and off.

The phase diagram of Hamiltonian (17) is analytically
tractable by solving for the vanishing conditions of Flo-
quet bulk gap at quasienergies 0 and π. We find that the
phase boundaries are determined by:

u0 ± u1 =
2mπ

T
, m ∈ Z, (18)

which separate four topologically distinct phases, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). By numerically calculating the Flo-
quet quasienergy spectrum on a finite-size open chain,
we find that the four distinct phases can be character-
ized by the presence of 0 or π end modes: (i) phase I
has no boundary modes and is thus topologically triv-
ial; (ii) phase II has robust 0 end mode; (iii) phase III
has robust π end mode; (iv) phase IV has both 0 and π
end modes [see Fig. 6(c)], and thus realizes our expected
AFTI phase.

To calculate NS in Eq. (16), we plot the phase band
dispersion at t = T

2 for phase IV. As shown in Fig. 6 (d),
the phase band manifold does host a topological singu-
larity crossing the principle-zone boundary. In particu-
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lar, this singularity features our expected chiral-velocity
locking effect. Namely, the S = +1 (−1) branch serves
as the right (left) mover along the k axis, which directly
leads to NS = 1. The nontrivial value of the chiral wind-
ing number thus explains the existence of end modes in
Fig. 6(c).

IV. Cn-PROTECTED PHASE-BAND
SINGULARITY

Armed with our discussions of 1D driven class AIII sys-
tems, we now proceed to consider phase-band singulari-
ties in 2D class AIII Floquet systems that are invariant
under a n-fold rotation symmetry Cn. Since the gen-
eralized Brillouin zone (k, t) for phase bands is three
dimensional, it is natural to consider dynamical Weyl
nodes as the elementary building block for understand-
ing singular behaviors in the time-evolution process. As
we have pointed out in Sec. II C, the chiral symmetry S,
a unitary time-reflection operation, guarantees that Weyl
nodes must come in pairs (i.e. dynamical Weyl pairs or
DWPs for short), leading to a vanishing net Weyl charge.
This is in contrast with the 2D dynamical Dirac points
discussed in Sec. III, where there can be an odd number
of Dirac points in total. The DWPs classified in this sec-
tion are inherently the quantum criticality separating a
Cn-protected dynamical phase from a static limit.

Let us start with a dynamical Weyl node at (k0, t0). If
Cnk0 6= k0 (i.e. the Weyl node living off an rotation-
invariant axis), there will be (n − 1) additional Weyl
points that are rotation-related. Since there is no symme-
try protection, such a group of Weyl points along with
their chiral-related partners can always be brought to-
gether and adiabatically eliminated as a whole. There-
fore, it is sufficient to only consider Weyl points on the
t-axis intersecting the rotation-invariant momentum k0.

To describe a Weyl node at (k0, t0), we start by defin-
ing the Weyl basis

ψJ = (|J〉, |J + 1〉)T , (19)

under which the corresponding Weyl charge is labeled
as qJ(k0, t0). Here jz = J or J + 1 is the z-component
angular momentum

Cn|J〉 = ei
2π
n J |J〉, (20)

which is defined mod n and takes integer (half-integer)
values for spinless (spinful) fermions. The effective Weyl
Hamiltonian near (k0, t0) can be written as

hw(t0) = π12 + vxkxσx − vykyσy + vttσz, (21)

where vx = vy is required for n > 2. The Weyl monopole
charge qJ of hw is thus defined as

qJ = −sgn(vxvyvt). (22)

and is further simplified as qJ = −sgn(vt) when n > 2.
We emphasize that our definition of qJ as well as its J

label depends on our choice of basis in Eq. (19), where
the jz eigenvalues are rank-ordered in ascending order.
Such a notation is helpful in defining the annihilation
rule of Weyl points under Cn. For example, a Weyl node
with qJ1 can annihilate with another Weyl node with
qJ2 only if (i) J1 = J2 and (ii) qJ1 = −qJ2 .

When [Cn,S] = 0, we have

Cn (S|J,k0, t0〉) = ei
2π
n J (S|J,k0, t0〉)

= ei
2π
n J |J,k0, T − t0〉, (23)

up to an unimportant global phase factor. Thus, chi-
ral symmetry maps a phase-band state with jz = J at
(k0, t0) to another state at (k0, T − t0) with the same
jz. Therefore, the chiral-related partner of hw(t0) is also
formed by the crossing of two phase bands with jz = J
and J + 1 at T − t0, as schematically shown in Fig. 7(a).
Since this Weyl pair now has Weyl charges

qJ(k0, t0) = −qJ(k0, T − t0), (24)

they can nnihilate one another. To see this, we move this
pair of Weyl nodes along t-axis while respecting chiral
symmetry, such that they coincide at t0 = T

2 and form a
fourfold degenerate Dirac point. Under the basis

Ψd,− = (|J〉, |J + 1〉, |J〉, |J + 1〉)T , (25)

the effective Hamiltonian for this Dirac point near (k0,
T
2 )

is

hd = π14 + vxkxγ1 − vykyγ2 + vttγ5. (26)

Again, vx = vy is required for n > 2. For convenience,
we define the 4 × 4 γ matrices as γ1 = τ0 ⊗ σx, γ2 =
τ0 ⊗ σy, γ3 = τx ⊗ σz, γ4 = τy ⊗ σz, γ5 = τz ⊗ σz,
based on which γjl = [γj , γl]/(2i) can be generated for
j, l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and j < l. We find that

S = τx ⊗ σ0 ≡ γ45, Cn = ei
2π
n Jz (27)

with Jz = diag(J, J + 1, J, J + 1). Clearly, we can in-
troduce a mass term proportional to γ3 that gaps out
this DWP without breaking Cn and S, since [γ3, Cn] =
[γ3,S] = 0. We thus conclude that

• there is no stable DWP when [Cn,S] = 0.

When {Cn,S} = 0, we have

Cn (S|J,k0, t0〉) = −ei 2πn J (S|J,k0, t0〉)
= ei

2π
n (J+n

2 )|J,k0, T − t0〉, (28)

up to a phase factor. Thus, S maps a phase-band state
with jz = J at (k0, t0) to another state at (k0, T − t0)
with a different jz = J + n

2 . Since the change of angular
momentum n

2 can only be an integer, n must be even.
This immediately implies that

• C3 symmetry cannot protect a DWP.
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FIG. 7. (a) Pair annihilation of dynamical Weyl nodes when [Cn,S] = 0. (b) Stable dynamical Weyl pair when {Cn,S} = 0.
(c) Annihilation of two DWPs when {Cn,S} = 0.

For n = 2, 4, 6, the chiral partner of hw(t0) is now a
Weyl node formed by two phase bands with jz = J + n

2
and J + n

2 + 1, which carries a Weyl charge

qJ+n
2

(k0, T − t0) = −qJ(k0, t0), (29)

as shown in Fig. 7(b). To check the stability of such
DWP, we again make them coincide at T

2 and form a
Dirac point described by Eq. (26). However, the new
basis is now

Ψd,+ =
(
|J〉, |J + 1〉, |J +

n

2
〉, |J +

n

2
+ 1〉

)T
, (30)

which is distinct from Ψd,−. When n = 4, 6, the four
phase bands of this 3D Dirac point belong to four differ-
ent one dimensional irreducible representations (irreps)
of C4,6. Therefore, this Dirac point cannot be gapped out
along the rotation-invariant t-axis, since C4,6 symmetry
strictly prohibits any coupling between the DWP. The
robustness of this DWP is also encoded in their distinct
J indices of Weyl charges qJ and qJ+n

2
[see Fig. 7(c)].

C2 symmetry, however, has only two distinct irreps and
thus the above protection mechanism does not seem to
apply. Interestingly, in this case we find

C2 = eiπJγ5 (31)

under the Dirac-point basis

Ψd,+ = (|J〉, |J + 1〉, |J + 1〉, |J〉)T , (32)

which is proportional to the t-linear term of hd in
Eq. (26). Therefore, any C2-preserving perturbation,

which must commute with the t-linear term in hd, can
only split the Weyl nodes along the t-axis, but is inca-
pable of gapping them out. Physically, the two phase
bands with C2 = (−1)J propagate along the same direc-
tion on t-axis, while the other two with C2 = (−1)J+1

propagate along the opposite direction. Similar to the
chiral-velocity locking effect discussed in Sec. III, here
the stable DWP features a locking between C2 eigenvalue
and the velocity along t direction. As we have mentioned
before, this locking phenomena between the band disper-
sion and certain quantum numbers are generally anoma-
lous in the band theory, and cannot be realized in any
static 3D lattice system. Nevertheless, we show in Ap-
pendix A that such C2-velocity locking effect in DWP is
exactly the defining characteristic for the surface physics
of a 4D C2-protected TCI. In fact, a Cn-protected phase-
band singularity is generally related to the surface state of
a 4D Cn-protected TCI characterized by a rotation Chern
number [78]. To conclude, we have proved in general that

• A pair of chiral-related dynamical Weyl points can-
not annihilate each other iff {Cn,S} = 0.

When multiple DWPs coexist on the k0-axis, Weyl
nodes from different chiral-related pairs may annihi-
late one another, although each pair by itself is sta-
ble. Fig. 7(c) gives an example where two DWPs can
be gapped out altogether. This inspires us to define

q
(n)
J (k0) =

∑
ti∈(0,T )

qJ(k0, ti), (33)

which counts the net Weyl charge along the t-axis at
momentum k0 labeled by J . Crucially, since the Weyl
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nodes come in chiral-related pairs, these q
(n)
J satisfy the

following constraint:

q
(n)
J (k0) = −q(n)

J+n
2

(k0). (34)

Then for each rotation-invariant axis at momentum k0,
we find the following set of independent net monopole
charges for each J ,

{q(n)
α
2

(k0), q
(n)
α
2 +1(k0), ..., q

(n)
n+α

2 −1
(k0)} ∈ Z

n
2 , (35)

which captures all stable DWPs. Here α = 0 for spinless
fermion with (Cn)n = 1 and α = 1 for spinful fermion
with (Cn)n = −1. One can easily check that the example
shown in Fig. 7(c) precisely has vanishing J-dependent
net monopole charges.

We notice that the definition of q
(n)
J (k0) relies on well-

defined translation symmetries. For example, a Weyl
node with qJ(k0, ti) = 1 is generally incapable of an-
nihilating with another Weyl node with qJ(k′0, ti) = −1
if k0 6= k′0. However, when translation symmetry is bro-
ken, k0 and k′0 are folded to the same point and thus the
two Weyl nodes can be gapped out. For our purpose, we
shall focus on the “strong classification” of topological
singularities that does not rely any translation symme-
try. Such a classification for DWPs is characterized by
the Cn-topological charge,

Q
(n)
J =

∑
k0

q
(n)
J (k0), (36)

where J ∈ {α2 ,
α
2 +1, ..., n+α

2 −1} for (Cn)n = (−1)α, and
k0 runs over all rotation-invariant momenta. Systems

with different Q
(n)
J s cannot be adiabatically connected

to each other without breaking the symmetries, and are
hence topologically distinct.

V. Dn-PROTECTED PHASE-BAND
SINGULARITY

We now proceed to classify phase-band singularities
protected by dihedral group symmetries in 2D class AIII
Floquet systems. Besides n-fold rotations, a dihedral
group Dn has n additional in-plane mirror symmetries.
The physical significance of a mirror symmetry M is
twofold:

(1) when {Cn,S} = 0, M imposes additional con-
straints on the relationship among various rotation

topological charges Q
(n)
J ;

(2) M by itself is capable of protecting new types of
topological singularity that are indicated by a mir-

ror topological charge QM, distinct from Q
(n)
J .

As will be shown later, it is both the rotation and mir-
ror topological charges, as well as the interplay among
them, that together determines the classification of Dn-
protected phase-band singularities.

The structure of this section is organized as follows.
In Sec. V A and Sec. V B, we first discuss the constraints

on the rotation topological charges Q
(n)
J imposed by mir-

ror symmetry. In Sec. V C, we explore the topological
singularities protected by mirror symmetry alone (i.e.
D1 group) and define the corresponding mirror topolog-
ical charge. This allows us to list all possible topolog-
ical charges for a general Dn group in Sec. V D. How-
ever, through a comprehensive case study of D2 group in
Sec. V E, we find that there exists a complex interplay
among rotation and mirror topological charges. Namely,
not all charges are independent from one another. In
Sec. V F, we outline the general rules that determine a
complete set of independent topological charges for all
Dn groups, which finalizes the classification of topological
phase-band singularities protected by two-dimensional
point groups.

A. Constraining Cn topological charges with a
mirror symmetry

The constraints on Q
(n)
J imposed by mirror symme-

try can be understood as follows. When [Cn,Mx] 6= 0,
the mirror symmetry will “glue” certain one-dimensional
irreps of Cn into two-dimensional irreps, thereby impos-
ing additional relations that rotation topological charges
with different J must satisfy. In particular, since
CnMx = MxC

−1
n , we have

Cn (Mx|J,k0, t0〉) = e−i
2π
n J (Mx|J,k0, t0〉)

= e−i
2π
n J | − J,k0, t0〉, (37)

up to a phase factor, where k0 is a rotation and mirror
symmetric momentum. Namely, Mx maps a phase-band
state with jz = J at (k0, t0) to another state at the same
location with jz = −J . In what follows, we shall focus on
Dn double groups with (Cn)n = −1, which only has 2d
irreps. A discussion for Dn single groups with (Cn)n = 1
is detailed in Appendix B.

Consider a phase-band Weyl node at (k0, t0) under the
basis ψJ = (|J〉, |J+1〉)T that carries a charge qJ(k0, t0).
Mx will enforce the existence of another Weyl node at the
same location with a charge

q−J−1(k0, t0) = −qJ(k0, t0) (38)

under the basis ψ−J−1 = (| − J − 1〉, | − J〉)T . This
mirror-enforced Weyl pair forms a 4-fold degenerate dy-
namical Dirac point (DDP). Such a DDP is unstable only
if J+1 = −J (mod n), where the two mirror-related Weyl
nodes carry opposite monopole charges with exactly the
same J label. In other words, there is no protected sin-
gularity if J = − 1

2 or n−1
2 , leading to

Q
(n)
n−1
2

= 0 for any Dn group. (39)

In particular, the D2 double group always has trivial
topological charges and hence no stable topological sin-

gularity. For n = 4, 6, this indicates that Q
(4)
3
2

= 0, and
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Q
(6)
5
2

= 0. Furthermore, we notice that S and Mx to-

gether impose

Q
(n)
J = −Q(n)

−J−1 = −Q(n)
−J−1+n = Q

(n)
−J−1+n

2
, (40)

which requires

Q
(6)
1
2

= Q
(6)
3
2

. (41)

Taken together, the nontrivial rotation topological
charges under the constraint of mirror symmetry for each
Dn double group are:

D2 : 0,

D4 : Q
(4)
1
2

∈ Z,

D6 : Q
(6)
1
2

∈ Z. (42)

As shown in Appendix B, the mirror-constrained rotation
topological charges for Dn single groups are

D2 : Q
(2)
0 ∈ Z,

D4 : Q
(4)
0 ∈ Z,

D6 : {Q(6)
0 , Q

(6)
1 } ∈ Z2. (43)

B. Dynamical Dirac point and its doublet

In this part, we will further elaborate on the proper-
ties of DDPs defined in the previous subsection. First of
all, we emphasize that the existence of DDPs does not
rely on the rotation topological charges. Namely, even

when [Cn,S] = 0 with vanishing Q
(n)
J , it is possible to

have similar DDPs that are protected by mirror symme-
tries themselves. Nevertheless, in the current subsection,
we will only derive the conditions for such DDPs to ex-
ist for various Dn groups when the rotation charges are
trivial, and leave their explicit topological characteriza-
tions (i.e. the mirror topological charges) to the coming
subsections.

Secondly, unlike the case for Cn groups, the mirror-
constrained Cn topological charges in Eqs. (42) and (43)
indicate either the number of DDPs or that of DDP dou-
blets (i.e. chiral-related pairs of DDPs). The formation
of a DDP doublet versus that of a single DDP can be
understood as follows. Starting from a dynamical Weyl
node W1 and its mirror partner W2 at (k0, t0), we de-
note their chiral partners at (k0, T − t0) as W3 and W4,
respectively. Generally, W1,2 and W3,4 will form two
chiral-related DDPs, which we call a DDP doublet. How-
ever, in some special cases, the mirror partner of a Weyl
node is identical to its chiral partner, e.g. W1 = W4 and
W2 = W3, leading to a single DDP pinned at t0 = T/2.
As we will see in the next subsection, differentiating be-
tween a DDP and a DDP doublet is essential for our
general classification of Dn-protected singularities. Be-
low, we shall systematically clarify for which Dn groups
can a single DDP exist.

FIG. 8. Commutative diagrams for the Weyl node partners
under the action of Mx and S. (a) {Cn,S} = 0. A single
DDP is possible when 2J + 1 = n

2
(mod n). (b) [Cn,S] = 0.

A single DDP is possible when 2J + 1 = 0 (mod n). When
the above conditions are not satisfied, one will instead have a
pair of DDPs (i.e. a DDP doublet).

The situation where {Cn,S} = 0 is generally captured
by the commutative diagram shown in Fig. 8(a). We
start from a single Weyl node under the basis ψJ , with

rotation charge Q
(n)
J = 1. In Fig. 8(a) we explicitly show

its partners under the action of Mx and S. Indeed, gener-
ically Mx and S will give rise to a doublet of Dirac cones,
unless the mirror and chiral partners of the original Weyl
node coincide. When this happens, it is possible to have
a single DDP sitting at t0 = T

2 . From Fig. 8(a), one can
immediately see that the condition for this to happen is:

J +
n

2
+ 1 = −J mod n, i.e., 2J + 1 =

n

2
mod n.

(44)
More specifically, the above condition can be satisfied
when

1. (Cn)n = 1 (spinless): n = 2, 6;
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2. (Cn)n = −1 (spinful): n = 4.

Recall that C3 cannot anticommute with S and hence
does not appear on the list above. Therefore, we con-
clude that when {Cn,S} = 0, a single DDP is possi-
ble only for spinless D2 and D6 groups, and spinful D4

group. Otherwise, we generally expect DDP doublets as
the phase-band singularities.

Similarly, the situation where [Cn,S] = 0 is shown
in Fig. 8(b). One can read off from this commutative
diagram that the condition for the existence of a single
DDP in this case is given by:

J + 1 = −J mod n, i.e., 2J + 1 = 0 mod n. (45)

We first note that a single DDP can always exist in a
D1 group, where all angular momentum irreps are equiv-
alent. In addition, the above condition can be satisfied
when

1. (Cn)n = 1 (spinless): n = 3;

2. (Cn)n = −1 (spinful): all n.

Therefore, we conclude that when [Cn,S] = 0, a sin-
gle DDP is possible for spinless and spinful D1 groups,
spinless D3 group and all spinful Dn groups. Fig. 8(b)
also shows that the rotation charge in this case must be
trivial, as expected from our discussions in the previous
section. Nonetheless, it is mirror symmetry that is re-
sponsible for protecting the above DDPs, which we will
show next.

C. Topological singularity protected by a single
mirror symmetry: D1 group

Besides constraining rotation topological charges, mir-
ror symmetry by itself can protect robust dynamical sin-
gularities. Let us consider a single mirror symmetry Mx,
which constitutes the D1 group. We will show that the
topological singularity protected by Mx generically takes
the form of a nodal loop, which can be shrunk to a single
DDP. Furthermore, we will also demonstrate that a DDP
doublet related by both chiral and mirror symmetries al-
ways has a trivial mirror charge. Hence, the condition
for the existence of a single DDP derived previously will
become important when we discuss mirror charges for Dn

groups in general.
Combining with chiral symmetry, there are now two

mirror planes in the 3D (k, t) space: the kx = 0 plane
and the t0 = T

2 plane. The line along ky direction with

kx = 0 and t0 = T
2 is thus invariant under both mirror

symmetries. Therefore, topological singularities residing
on the ky-axis can appear as a single DDP that is in-
variant under Mx and S symmetries. Alternatively, a
DDP doublet on the t-axis (or kx-axis) is also allowed by
symmetry.

Let us first consider a DDP on the mirror symmetric
line. If there is only one mirror plane Mx, the DDP can

appear anywhere on the mirror symmetric line, and we
can thus always place it at the origin (we have redefined
t − T

2 as t). The DDP can again be described by the
effective Hamiltonian (26). However, the action of chiral
and mirror symmetry remains to be determined. By a
direct enumeration, we find that there are two possible
representations for the chiral and mirror symmetries that
are consistent with their actions on Hamiltonian (26):

S = γ35, or S = γ45;

Mx = γ13, or Mx = γ14. (46)

One can easily check that out of the 4 combinations of S
and Mx, two of which satisfy [S,Mx] = 0, and the other
two satisfy instead {S,Mx} = 0. We shall now examine
the stability of the DDP for each situation separately;
namely, whether or not such a DDP can be gapped out
by a symmetric mass term.

When {S,Mx} = 0, we have S = γ35, Mx = γ13; or
S = γ45, Mx = γ14. Apparently a mass term hm ∝ γ4 in
the former case, or hm ∝ γ3 in the latter case gaps out
the DDP while respecting both symmetries: [S, hm] = 0,
[Mx, hm] = 0. We thus conclude that

• there is no stable mirror-protected DDP when
{S,Mx} = 0.

When [S,Mx] = 0, we have S = γ45, Mx = γ13; or
S = γ35, Mx = γ14. Let us take the second case as an
example. Similarly to our previous discussions, we are
again looking for perturbations that commute with both
S and Mx. In the current situation, there are only two
such perturbations: hm ∝ γ35, or hm ∝ γ14. However,
neither of them is capable of gapping out the DDP in this
case, since neither γ35 nor γ14 anticommutes with the
full kinetic terms in Hamiltonian (26). For example, the
phase band spectrum of Hamiltonian (26) in the presence
of hm = m1γ35 is given by:

φ̃(k, t) = π ±
√
t2 +

(√
k2
x + k2

y ±m1

)2

, (47)

which simply corresponds to shifting the two Weyl nodes
up and down symmetrically in energy, yielding a nodal
loop at:

t = 0, k2
x + k2

y = m2
1, (48)

as depicted in Fig. 9(a). On the other hand, in the pres-
ence of hm = m2γ14, the phase band spectrum takes the
form:

φ̃(k, t) = π ±
√
k2
x +

(√
k2
y + t2 ±m2

)2

, (49)

which now corresponds to shifting the two Weyl nodes
symmetrically along the ky axis, yielding a nodal loop
at:

kx = 0, k2
y + t2 = m2

2, (50)
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FIG. 9. A DDP in the presence of perturbations respecting
both S and Mx symmetries. (a) The first allowed pertur-
bation moves the Weyl nodes up and down symmetrically in
energy, yileding a nodal loop as indicated by the purple dots
and line. (b) The second allowed perturbation moves the loca-
tion of the Weyld nodes symmetrically along ky axis, yielding
a nodal loop as indicated by the purple dots and line. The
green and black “±” label the S and Mx eigenvalues of each
band: (S,Mx), respectively.

as depicted in Fig. 9(b). However, neither of the per-
turbations is able to remove the topological singularity
in the phase band, due to the combination of S and Mx

symmetries.
To understand the protection mechanism for the above

DDP, we first label every phase band dispersing along
the ky axis with both its chiral and mirror eigenvalues as
(S,Mx). We then find that a general mirror-preserving
DDP with [S,Mx] = 0 always features the following
properties:

(i) it consists of four branches along the
ky axis that are labeled by (S,Mx) =
(+,+), (+,−), (−,+), (−,−);

(ii) the (+,+) and (−,−) branches disperse along
the same direction, while the (+,−) and (−,+),
branches disperse along the other direction.

With this pattern of symmetry indices, one immedi-
ately finds that all crossings of the DDP are protected
by both chiral and mirror symmetries. Namely, any two
bands that cross necessarily have either opposite S or Mx

eigenvalues. For example, as shown in Fig. 9(a), the per-
turbation m1γ35 shifts the two Weyl nodes up and down
in phase band energy, yielding two crossings labeled by
purple dots in Fig. 9(a). While the two bands crossings
at the purple dots have identical Mx eigenvalues, they
cannot be gapped out for sharing the opposite S eigen-
values. An analysis of all other cases can be carried out

FIG. 10. Mirror charge of a DDP doublet. A DDP doublet
consists of two Dirac nodes related by chiral symmetry, as
shown on the left. The black ± labels the Mx eigenvalue of
each branch. Chiral eigenstates are bonding (symmetric) and
anti-bonding (antisymmetric) superpositions of the two left /
right movers. The resultant chiral eigenvalues of each branch
are labeled by green ± on the right. Such a DDP doublet
apparently has QMx = 0.

in a similar fashion, and leads to the same result. We
thus conclude that

• A single mirror symmetry Mx can protect stable
phase band topological singularities iff [S,Mx] =
0. The generic topological singularities in this case
are nodal loops, which can be shrunk to DDPs but
can never be adiabatically eliminated while preserv-
ing Mx.

To characterize such mirror-protected loop-like or
point-like singularities, we make use of their unique sym-
metry pattern and define the following mirror topological
charge:

QMx =
∑

ky=0,π

(nR++ − nL++) ∈ Z, (51)

where n
R/L
++ counts the number of left and right movers

with S = Mx = +1 along the ky axis. The summa-
tion over all high-symmetry ky restricts our classifica-
tion to singularities that do not rely on translation sym-
metry. For a single DDP, this definition implies that
QMx

= sgn(vy), as the sign of QMx
depends on whether

the branch with S = Mx = +1 is a left or right mover
(see Fig. 9).

Next, we explore the QMx
of a DDP doublet. Con-

sider a single Dirac node within a DDP doublet, which
consists of a pair of mirror-related Weyl nodes. Such a
DDP can be effectively described by Hamiltonian (26),
and carries a Mx index in the Mx-invariant plane. From
Fig. 9, along ky-axis, the Mx eigenvalues of each branch
for this single DDP are: +vkky, Mx = 1; +vkky, Mx =
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FIG. 11. Mirror planes of the dihedral groups D2, D3, D4 and
D6. Inequivalent mirror planes are drawn in different colors.

−1; −vkky, Mx = 1; −vkky, Mx = −1. The same is
also true for its chiral partner since [S,Mx] = 0, and we
depict both DDPs in Fig. 10(a).

The next step is to determine the chiral index for each
branch of the DDP doublet. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the
chiral symmetry maps one branch of a DDP to a branch
in the other DDP with the same Mx eigenvalue and ky
dispersion. Therefore, eigenstates of S are symmetric and
antisymmetric superpositions of these two chiral-related
branches, with the same Mx eigenvalue. Namely, two
chiral-related branches with Mx = ± will contribute to
two branches with (+,±) and (−,±). Then it is easy to
see that such a DDP doublet always consists of a DDP
with QMx

= 1 and another with QMx
= −1. Therefore,

we have proved that

• a DDP doublet always carries QMx
= 0.

D. A list of possible topological charges for Dn

We are now ready to present the complete list of pos-
sible topological charges for a general Dn group. Sum-
marizing our previous discussions of rotation and mirror
charges, the set of nontrivial topological charges will de-
pend on three factors:

1. the commutation relation between Mx and S;

2. the commutation relation between the inequivalent
mirror M ′ = CnMx and S; or, equivalently, the
commutation relation between Cn and S;

3. (Cn)n = +1 or −1, i.e. single or double group.

Here, (1)-(3) together lead to 23 = 8 possibilities. We
shall label them as Ds

n,ηCn ,ηMx
for a dihedral group Dn

in the following discussions, where η = −(+) when Mx

or Cn commutes (anticommutes) with S, and s = +(−)
when (Cn)n = +1(−1). Besides, we will often denote
the mirror M ′ inequivalent to Mx as Mθn . Here for Dn

group, we have defined

θn =
π

2
− π

n
(52)

as the polar angle of the corresponding mirror axis in 2D
real space. For example, Mθ2 for D2 group is exactly My,
since the My-axis is labeled by a zero polar angle.

Of all eight possibilities, D±n,−,+ contains no nontrivial
topological charge, since in this case {S,Mx} = [Cn,S] =
{Mθn ,S} = 0, and hence all rotational and mirror topo-
logical charges are trivial. Furthermore, D±n,+,+ and

D±n,+,− are in fact equivalent, since the former corre-
sponds to {S,Mx} = [S,Mθn ] = {Cn,S} = 0 and the
latter corresponds to [S,Mx] = {S,Mθn} = {Cn,S} = 0;
hence, they are equivalent upon switching the definition
of Mx and Mθn . Therefore, we are left with only four
distinct cases, which we choose to be: D+

n,+,− (D+
n,+,+),

D−n,+,− (D−n,+,+), D+
n,−,−, and D−n,−,−. Notice that for

the D3 group, there exist only two nontrivial classes
D±3,−,−, since all of its mirrors are equivalent under C3

(see Fig. 11).
Now we have the following rules for determining the

nontrivial topological charges for each Ds
n,ηCn ,ηMx

class:

1. rotation charges Q
(n)
J : nontrivial if ηCn = + and

the Dn mirror-constrained rotation charge is non-
trivial;

2. mirror charge QMx
: nontrivial if ηMx

= − and the
existence of a single DDP is possible for the corre-
sponding Dn group;

3. both {QMx
, QMθn

} are nontrivial if ηCn = ηMx
=

−, and a single DDP is possible.

4. If two mirror symmetries Mx and M̃ are equivalent

under Cn rotation (e.g. M̃ = CnMxC
−1
n ), we nec-

essarily have QMx = Q
M̃

for ηMx = −, and only
QMx will be included in our classification to avoid
double counting.

Based on the above rules, we can list all possible non-
trivial topological charges for each Ds

n,ηCn ,ηMx
class as

follows:

• D2 group:

1. D+
2,+,±: {Q(2)

0 , QMx}

2. D−2,+,±: trivial

3. D+
2,−,−: trivial

4. D−2,−,−: {QMx
, QMy

}

• D3 group: D±3,−,−: QMx
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• D4 group:

1. D+
4,+,±: Q

(4)
0

2. D−4,+,±: {Q(4)
1
2

, QMx}

3. D+
4,−,−: trivial

4. D−4,−,−: {QMx , QMπ
4
}

• D6 group:

1. D+
6,+,±: {Q(6)

0 , Q
(6)
1 , QMx}

2. D−6,+,±: Q
(6)
1
2

3. D+
6,−,−: trivial

4. D−6,−,−: {QMx , QMπ
3
}

While the above list exhausts all possible topological
charges, there remains one important question: are all
the mirror and rotation topological charges for a given
Dn group completely independent from one another? To
address this question, below we shall first use the D2

group as a case study. Then we will provide a general
prescription allowing us to classify all other Dn groups
in a similar fashion.

E. A case study: D2 group

The D2 group has two inequivalent mirror planes Mx

and My that are C2-related: C2 = MxMy, as shown
in Fig. 11. According to our list of topological charges,
there are only two nontrivial classes: D+

2,+,± and D−2,−,−.
While this follows from our general rules, for D2 group we
can alternatively reach this conclusion from a straightfor-
ward analysis, which we shall present first.

If there exists only one DDP in D2 group, it must be
invariant under My by itself and is thus pinned at a high
symmetry position intersected by kx, ky and t axes (e.g.
the origin of phase space). For DDPs that are not My

invariant, they must come in My-related pairs, forming
DDP doublets with a trivial mirror charge. As it turns
out, which one of these two scenarios actually happens
is completely determined by the commutation relations
between Mx, My, and S. Let us take a single DDP at the
origin. Since [S,Mx] = 0 is required for a stable DDP,
we are left with four possibilities:

1. [Mx,My] = 0, [S,My] = 0. In this case, the right
mover of the DDP with S = Mx = +1 (see Fig. 9)
is mapped to a left mover with S = Mx = +1
under My. This implies the existence of a mirror-
enforced DDP doublet, and the total mirror charge
according to Eq. (51) must be QMx

= 0.

2. [Mx,My] = 0, {S,My} = 0. In this case, the right
mover of the DDP with S = Mx = +1 is mapped
to a left mover with S = −1, Mx = +1, which

is precisely the left mover of the other Weyl node
of the same DDP. One can readily check for each
left and right mover, and confirm that the DDP is
mapped to itself under My. Therefore, the DDP is
this case is stable.

3. {Mx,My} = 0, [S,My] = 0. In this case, the right
mover of the DDP with S = Mx = +1 is mapped
to a left mover with S = +1, Mx = −1, which
is precisely the left mover of the same Weyl node.
One can easily check that the DDP is also mapped
to itself under My. Therefore, the DDP in this case
is also stable.

4. {Mx,My} = 0, {S,My} = 0. In this case, the right
mover of the DDP with S = Mx = −1 is mapped to
a left mover with S = Mx = +1. This implies the
existence of a mirror-enforced DDP doublet with
trivial mirror charges.

From the above discussions, we find that, out of the
four possible scenarios, only the following two cases give
rise to a single stable DDP:

1. [Mx,My] = 0, [Mx,S] = {My,S} = 0, {C2,S} = 0,
and (C2)2 = 1;

2. {Mx,My} = 0, [Mx,S] = [My,S] = 0, [C2,S] = 0,
and (C2)2 = −1.

These two situations precisely correspond to the two non-
trivial classes D+

2,+,± and D−2,−,−, respectively. We re-
mark that the above conclusion can also be obtained us-
ing an explicit representation of the DDP, as in Hamil-
tonian (26). As discussed in the previous subsection,
there are two different choices of S and Mx satisfying
[Mx,S] = 0. Again, we can take S = γ35 and Mx = γ14

as an example. Given the DDP in Eq. (26), there are two
allowed representations for My: My = γ23 or My = γ24.
One can directly check that these two allowed My oper-
ations precisely correspond to the above two situations
with stable DDPs. In what follows, we will elaborate on
the two nontrivial classes and carefully disentangle the
relations among the mirror and C2 topological charges.

1. D+
2,+,−

In this case, we have

[S,Mx] = {S,My} = 0, {C2,S} = 0. (53)

From the above relations, we conclude that My cannot
protect stable singularity. Moreover, since (C2)2 = 1,

this corresponds to the D2 single group with Q
(2)
0 ∈ Z.

Together with the mirror topological charge QMx
∈ Z,

the topological singularities in this case are classified by

two integers: {Q(2)
0 , QMx

}. As it turns out, these two
charges are not necessarily equal, but they are not com-
pletely independent either.
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FIG. 12. Relation between Q
(2)
0 and QMx can be seen from

inspecting the mobility of a pair of DDPs. (a) A DDP dou-
blet is pinned on the ky axis by Mx and S symmetries, but
can split along the ky axis in a C2 symmetric way. This cor-

responds to Q
(2)
0 = 0 and |QMx | = 2. (b) A DDP doublet is

pinned on the C2-invariant axis, but can split along the t axis

in a chiral symmetric way. This corresponds to |Q(2)
0 | = 2 and

QMx = 0.

To see this, it is instructive to consider two DDPs.
While a single DDP must be pinned at the origin by
Mx, S and C2 symmetries, a pair of DDPs can appear
at Mx, chiral, or C2-related positions forming a DDP
doublet, as shown in Fig. 12. If a pair of DDPs can
be symmetrically split along the ky-axis and yet cannot
move along the t-axis as illustrated in Fig. 12(a), it is a
C2-related DDP doublet. From our previous discussion in

Sec. IV, such a group of off-axis DWPs must have Q
(2)
0 =

0. In the meantime, the total mirror charge is nontrivial:
|QMx | = 2, since we essentially have two identical copies
of DDP on the ky axis that are related by C2. Similarly,
when a pair of DDPs are pinned on the C2-invariant axis
kx = ky = 0 and yet can be symmetrically split along the
t axis, it forms a chiral-related DDP doublet as illustrated

in Fig. 12(b). We instead have QMx = 0 and |Q(2)
0 | = 2.

Finally, if both DDPs are pinned at the origin, one has

|QMx | = |Q
(2)
0 | = 2.

Therefore, if a pair of DDPs can be split in some way,

we always have |Q(2)
0 + QMx

| = 2 and Q
(2)
0 QMx

= 0.

Otherwise, we have |Q(2)
0 | = |QMx | = 2 if no splitting is

allowed. This directly leads to the conclusion that

QMx
≡ Q(2)

0 mod 2. (54)

Consequently, the set of independent topological charges
in this symmetry class is given by

{QMx
, QMx

−Q(2)
0 } ∈ Z× 2Z. (55)

2. D−2,−,−

In this case, we have

[S,Mx] = [S,My] = 0, [C2,S] = 0. (56)

This immediately implies that the rotation topological
charge is trivial, and that both Mx and My can pro-
tect stable topological singularities. One can thus as-
sign a pair of mirror topological charges: {QMx , QMy}
to characterize the current situation. Moreover, since
(C2)2 = −1, this corresponds to the D2 double group.

To investigate the relation between QMx
and QMy

, let
us first notice that for a single DDP, |QMx

| = |QMy
| = 1,

since QMx
= sgn(vy) and QMy

= sgn(vx) for a single
DDP taking the form of Eq. (26), as discussed in Sec.
V C. For a pair of DDPs, using a similar rationale as in
Fig. 12, we find that QMx

(QMy
) is trivial if the two

DDPs can be split symmetrically along the kx (ky) axis.
Following a similar argument in Sec. V E 1, we therefore
conclude that

QMx
≡ QMy

mod 2. (57)

Once again, upon redefining the topological charges as
{QMx , QMx −QMy}, we arrive at the following classifica-
tion:

{QMx
, QMx

−QMy
} ∈ Z× 2Z. (58)

F. Classification of Dn-protected topological
singularities

Based on the results for D2 group, we now lay down
the following rules for topological charges:

1. For D±n,+,−, we always have

Q
(n)
J ≡ QMx mod 2, (59)

if |Q(n)
J | indicates the number of DDPs instead of

DDP doublets. A similar rule holds for D±n,+,+ if
we replace Mx with Mθn .

2. For D−n,−,−, we always have

QMθn
≡ QMx mod 2 (60)

The first rule is based on the observation that a single
DDP in class D±n,+,− simultaneously carries rotation and

mirror charges with |QMx
| = |Q(n)

J | = 1. This relation
can also be understood through a similar argument in
Sec. V E 1. Therefore, any phase-band singularities that
are built from DDPs should always follow the first rule
listed above.

The second rule can be intuitively understood for
D−2,−,−, since QMx

and QMy
of a single DDP explicitly

depend on the sign of vx and vy, respectively. For n > 2,
one might naturally expect that QMθn

should exactly
equal to QMx

, given that Cn requires vx = vy. However,
we will argue below that this naive expectation is not
true. The simple underlying reason is that for DDPs,
the representation of a mirror symmetry sensitively de-
pends on the angular momentum basis.
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To see this, we recall that a DDP protected by D−n,−,−
generally admits a phase-band description under the ba-
sis ΨJ = (|J〉, |J + 1〉, | − J〉, | − J − 1〉)T , as shown
in Fig. 8(b). For convenience, we now label its rota-
tion and mirror operations as Cn(J) and Mx(J), fol-
lowing the subscript of ΨJ . In particular, Cn(J) =

diag(ei
2πJ
n , ei

2π(J+1)
n , e−i

2πJ
n , e−i

2π(J+1)
n ). As pointed out

in Sec. V B, a single DDP with ΨJ can exist in D−n,−,−
only when J = − 1

2 or J = n−1
2 . As we show in Ap-

pendix C, the corresponding mirror symmetries Mx(− 1
2 )

and Mx(n−1
2 ) are related by

Mx

(
n− 1

2

)
= (−1)

n
2Mx

(
−1

2

)
, (61)

On the other hand, since Mθn = CnMx, we have

Mθn

(
n− 1

2

)
= Cn

(
n− 1

2

)
Mx

(
n− 1

2

)
= −(−1)

n
2 Cn

(
−1

2

)
Mx

(
−1

2

)
= −(−1)

n
2Mθn

(
−1

2

)
, (62)

where we have used the fact that Cn(n−1
2 ) = −Cn(− 1

2 ).
This directly leads to

Mx

(
n− 1

2

)
= (−1)

n
2Mx

(
−1

2

)
,

Mθ

(
n− 1

2

)
= −(−1)

n
2Mθ

(
−1

2

)
. (63)

Now let us consider two DDPs described by the same
effective Hamiltonian (26), under bases Ψ− 1

2
and Ψn−1

2

respectively. Suppose the DDP under Ψ− 1
2

carries

QMx = QMθn
= 1. Then the DDP under Ψn−1

2
will in-

stead carry QMx
= −QMθn

= (−1)
n
2 , based on Eq. (63).

This is because the sign of the mirror topological charge
as defined in Eq. (51) relies on the explicit representa-
tion of the mirror symmetry. Namely, if we add a minus
sign to the mirror representation, we also need to flip the
corresponding mirror charge. This is why we have the
“modulo 2” relation for the mirror charges in Eq. (60),
instead of a naive equality.

Equipped with the above principles, it is quite straight-
forward to read off the classification for phase-band sin-
gularities from our list in Sec. V D. In particular, when-
ever two charges Q and Q′ satisfy Q ≡ Q′ mod 2, we
denote their contribution to the classification as {Q,Q−
Q′} ∈ Z × 2Z. For example, class D−4,+,− has a classifi-

cation: {QMx , QMx − Q
(4)
1
2

} ∈ Z × 2Z, and class D+
6,+,−

has a classification: {QMx , Q
(6)
0 , QMx −Q

(6)
1 } ∈ Z2 × 2Z.

The reason we only include Q
(6)
1 in the subtraction is

that Q
(6)
0 only accounts for DDP doublets with a trivial

mirror charge. Similarly, the second rule requires that
class D−4,−,− has a classification: {QMx , QMx −QMπ

4
} ∈

Z × 2Z, and class D−6,−,− likewise has a classification:

{QMx
, QMx

−QMπ
3
} ∈ Z× 2Z.

We are now finally in the position to summarize our
full classification of topological singularities for all two-
dimensional point groups. We summarize our results in
Table I.

VI. BULK-BOUNDARY CORRESPONDENCE &
HIGHER-ORDER TOPOLOGICAL INDICES

In this section, we establish a higher-order bulk-
boundary correspondence, by relating the bulk phase-
band singularities to symmetry-protected corner modes
in systems with open boundary, which is a defining
boundary signature of 2D AFHOTIs. Such a PBDR pro-
cedure extends the idea of dimensional reduction, which
was previously developed for classifying static crystalline
symmetry-protected topological states. As explained in
Sec. II E, the key step in our PBDR approach is to reduce
the original 3D phase-band singularities to 2D singular-
ities characterizing the end modes of the resultant 1D
chains after the reduction. This is achieved by introduc-
ing globally symmetry-preserving mass domain walls for
the original 3D phase-band singularities. The 2D phase-
band singularities will thus manifest themselves as do-
main wall modes after PBDR. The end modes of the re-
sulting 1D AFTI that survive will correspond to robust
corner modes in the original 2D system. This allows us to
establish the higher-order bulk-boundary correspondence
for 2D AFHOTIs protected by point group symmetries.

In what follows, we shall start by classifying gen-
eral Cn-protected AFHOTIs with rotation topological
charges to illustrate our PBDR procedure. This also
allows us to construct the corresponding higher-order
topological indices. A similar analysis is then performed
to D1-protected AFHOTIs with a single mirror symme-
try. Next, we proceed to consider D2 group as a case
study for the more complicated Dn groups, where the
interplay between rotation and mirror charges needs to
be carefully disentangled in order to predict the correct
boundary features and construct the topological indices.
Finally, we provide a general discussion on the classifi-
cation of AFHOTIs for all Dn groups, as well as the re-
quired boundary geometry in order to observe the desired
boundary features.

A. Classification of Cn-protected AFHOTIs

1. Dimensional reduction

As discussed in Sec. IV, the topological singularities
protected by Cn symmetry are DWPs carrying nontriv-
ial rotation charges. We shall now exemplify our PBDR
scheme by coupling a 3D DWP to a spatially-varying
mass term that respects Cn symmetry globally, and ex-
plicitly solving for the resultant 2D domain wall modes.
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FIG. 13. (a), (b), and (c) show the pattern of mass domain walls to achieve the PBDR for C2, C4, and C6-symmetric systems,
respectively. The “±” labels the sign of the mass term m(r, θ) in Eq. (65). The colored arrows along the mass domain walls
represent the chiral-protected domain wall modes, which are 2D Dirac nodes. (d)-(f) Accordingly, the original 2D Floquet
systems are reduced to a collection of symmetry related 1D AFTIs with end modes (depicted as golden dots). End modes
residing in the bulk of the system encircled by black dashed lines can be adiabatically eliminated.

Let us recall that a single Cn-protected DWP is de-
scribed by the following Dirac Hamiltonian:

hd = vxkxγ1 − vykyγ2 + vttγ5, (64)

where the chiral symmetry S = γ45, n-fold rotation sym-
metry Cn = ei

2π
n Jz with Jz = diag(J, J + 1, J + n

2 , J +
n
2 + 1), and vx = vy ≡ vk is required for n > 2. Un-
der this basis, the rotation charge of this DWP is defined

as Q
(n)
J = −sgn(vt). To gap out this DWP, the only S-

preserving constant mass term is hm = mγ3, which neces-
sarily breaks rotation symmetry since {Cn, γ3} = 0. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible to add a spatially-varying mass
term hm(r) = m(r)γ3, such that Cn symmetry is pre-
served globally. For example, we can take m(r) to have
the following spatial dependence:

m(r, θ) = m0 sgn
[
cos
(n

2
(θ + θ0)

)]
, (65)

where θ = tan−1(y/x) and r =
√
x2 + y2 are the polar

coordinates, and θ0 is an arbitrary constant parameter.
In particular, m(r, θ) flips its sign under a Cn opera-
tion: m(r, θ + 2π

n ) = −m(r, θ), which directly cancels
the additional sign flip from {Cn, γ3} = 0 and leads to
[Cn, hm(r)] = 0. Thus, hm(r) globally preserves Cn sym-
metry [see Fig. 13(a)-(c)].

However, the singularity in the phase band is not com-
pletely eliminated by hm(r), since the mass term is forced

to vanish when

θ = θm =
(2m+ 1)π

n
− θ0, ∀ m ∈ Z. (66)

From a different perspective, hm(r) flips its sign across
θ = θm, forming a mass domain wall for the DWP at
every θm, which necessarily binds 2D domain wall modes.

As an example, we consider a single mass domain wall
at θ = 0 (i.e. parallel to x-axis) by choosing θ0 = π/n.
In the presence of such a domain wall, the Hamiltonian
for the DWP now becomes

h̃d = vxkxγ1 − vykyγ2 + vttγ5 +m0sgn(y)γ3. (67)

The domain wall modes can be analytically solved from

the zero-mode equation h̃d|ψ〉 = 0 at kx = t = 0. Substi-
tuting ky → −i∂y, this becomes a differential equation:

[vy∂y +m0sgn(y)γ23]ψ = 0. (68)

Consider an ansatz solution ψ = f(y)ξs, where ξs is an
eigenstate of γ23 with eigenvalue s = ±1: γ23ξs = sξs.
Then, f(y), the spatial part of ψ, can be easily solved as

f(y) = N e−s
m0
vy
|y|
, (69)

where N is the normalization factor. To obtain a nor-
malizable solution, we requirem0vys > 0, or equivalently,
s = sgn(m0vy). In other words, the choice of eigenstate
ξ± is determined by the sign of m0vy.
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By projecting h̃d onto the two eigenbases of ξs, we ob-
tain the effective Hamiltonian for the domain wall modes

hdw,s = vxkxσz + vttσx, (70)

which describes a massless 2D Dirac node in (kx, t)-space,
as anticipated. The projected chiral symmetry is given
by

S̃s = sσz. (71)

This indicates that for whichever choice of s = ±1, the
left and right movers of the domain wall mode (70) always
carry opposite chiral eigenvalues. Therefore, this domain
wall mode is protected by chiral symmetry and carries a
chiral topological charge

NS = sgn(m0vxvy). (72)

As discussed in Sec. III, such a nonzero NS for the
chiral-protected 2D Dirac point is precisely the topo-
logical invariant for 1D AFTI in class AIII. This also
implies that the resultant 1D chain must carry a single
chiral-protected edge mode at each endpoint, when the
original 2D system has a single DWP. This result di-
rectly applies to other Cn-related domain walls, which
indicates that a 2D class AIII Floquet system with Cn-
protected phase-band singularities is adiabatically equiv-
alent to Cn-symmetric arrays of 1D class AIII AFTIs.

2. Bulk-boundary correspondence & topological indices

Next, we shall study the number of robust end modes
of the 1D chains after dimensional reduction using
the chiral winding number NS , and establish a bulk-
boundary correspondence by relating the corner mode
counting to the bulk Cn topological charges. Fig. 13(d)-
(f) shows the resultant Cn-invariant arrays after dimen-
sional reduction, along with their end modes. End modes
that are close together in the bulk of the system can be
adiabatically eliminated due to their finite spatial over-
laps in the wavefunctions, whereas those that reside at
Cn-related corners correspond to the corner modes of the
original 2D systems. Since these corner modes are pro-
tected by a nonzeroNS that arises from bulk singularities
and are further distributed spatially in a Cn-symmetric
way, they cannot be eliminated by any Cn symmetric
perturbations without closing the bulk Floquet gap. We
thus conclude that a 2D Floquet system with Cn and
chiral symmetry must be an AFHOTI with n Cn-related
corner modes, if there is a single phase band DWP.

To examine the robustness of the corners modes when
there are multiple DWPs in the system, we now proceed
to consider the boundary physics in the presence of two
DWPs. We shall work out an explicit example of C2-
protected AFHOTIs, and the arguments therein apply
to C4 and C6 symmetries as well. Since the resultant 2D
singularity no longer carries any information about the

angular momentum J of the rotation charge Q
(n)
J , such

two DWPs can carry rotaion charges Q
(n)
J1

and Q
(n)
J2

with
either J1 = J2 or J1 6= J2, as long as they do not annihi-
late one another. Such a double-DWP can be described
by the phase-band Hamiltonian

hd×2 = µ0 ⊗ hd, (73)

where hd follows the definition in Eq. (64), and µ0,x,y,z

are Pauli matrices for the valley degrees of freedom as-
sociated with the two DWPs. The symmetries for this
double-DWP system are given by S = µ0 ⊗ γ45, and
C2 = µ0 ⊗ γ5, accordingly. We find four distinct C2 and
chiral symmetric mass terms for the DWPs:

hm×2 = m(r) µ0,x,y,z ⊗ γ3 ≡ m(r)M, (74)

where m(r) = m0 sgn[cos(θ + θ0)] describes a mass do-
main wall at θ = π

2 − θ0. However, as shown in Fig. 14,
different choices of the mass matrix M in hm×2 above
lead to distinct domain wall physics, which eventually
leads to distinct corner-mode configurations:

(i) M = µ0 ⊗ γ3: The domain wall modes carry NS =
±2. The sign of NS again depends on sgn(m0vxvy).
The 2D system hosts two corner modes at each of
the two C2-related corners;

(ii) M = µx,y,z ⊗ γ3: The domain wall modes have
NS = 0 and thus can be gapped out. The 2D
system has no protected corner mode.

Therefore, by two adiabatic deformations of the same
Floquet system, we end up with scenarios with either
zero or two corner modes. However, these two reduction
schemes are both adiabatically connected to the same
original 2D system, hence the two seemingly distinct
boundary features must correspond to the same bulk
phase. In other words, these two different boundary con-
figurations can be converted from one to the other with-
out closing the bulk gap. Indeed, as we demonstrate in
Fig. 14 explicitly, the two corner modes in case (i) above
can be removed by symmetrically attaching 1D AFTIs
on the boundary. This implies that the number of C2-
protected corner-modes is only well-defined modulo 2 at
a single corner. Similar arguments can be directly ap-
plied to C4 and C6 Floquet systems with double DWPs.
Therefore, we have shown that

• 2d Cn-protected AFHOTIs admit a Z2 topological
classification.

The final step is to construct a topological index that
counts the number of robust corner modes. As we have
seen from the above examples, the chiral charge NS and
hence the number of corner modes only cares about the
number of net DWPs, but not the explicit values of

their topological charges Q
(n)
J or the angular momen-

tum J . For example, a spinless C4-symmetric system

having three DWPs with Q
(4)
0 = −1 and Q

(4)
1 = 2 has
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FIG. 14. Starting from two C2-protected DWPs, there exist two classes of mass terms in the PBDR procedure giving rise
to 2D Dirac nodes carrying different chiral charges NS . This further leads to two seemingly distinct corner mode patterns:
zero or two corner modes at each corner. These two corner mode patterns correspond to the same bulk phase, and hence can
be transformed to one another by symmetrically attaching 1D AFTIs on the boundary, without closing the bulk gap. This
demonstrates the Z2 classification of general Cn-protected AFHOTIs.

the same boundary feature as any other system with

(Q
(4)
0 , Q

(4)
1 ) = (l1, l2), where l1,2 ∈ Z and l1 + l2 ≡ 1 mod

2. Therefore, we define the following Z2 corner mode
index for Cn-symmetric AFHOTIs as the higher-order
topological index:

νn ≡
∑
J

|Q(n)
J | (mod 2), (75)

The value of νn directly indicates the presence (νn = 1)
or absence (νn = 0) of robust corner mode at each corner.
We will provide more examples to illustrate the Z2 corner
mode index in Sec. VII.

B. Classification of D1-protected AFHOTIs

In Sec. V C, we have shown that the phase-band singu-
larity protected by Mx symmetry alone (i.e. D1 group) is
essentially a single Dirac node that can move freely along
ky axis at (kx, t) = (0/π, T2 ). We show in this subsection
how mirror-protected corner modes are related the mirror
topological charge QMx , via our PBDR analysis.

1. Dimensional reduction

Consider again the Dirac Hamiltonian (64) now de-
scribing a DDP protected by mirror symmetry. As in
Sec. V C, we take the chiral symmetry S = γ45 and
Mx = γ13, so that [Mx,S] = 0 is satisfied and QMx

is

nontrivial. Since the (S,Mx) = (+,+) branch propa-
gates along the sgn(vy)ŷ direction as shown in Fig. 9, we
have QMx

= sgn(vy).
To perform the PBDR, we choose the following Mx-

symmetric mass term:

hm(r) = m0 sgn(x)γ3, (76)

which creates a mass domain wall along the y-axis. At
ky = t = 0, the zero-mode equation is given by

[vx∂x −m0sgn(x)γ13]ψ = 0. (77)

Consider an ansatz solution for the zero-mode wavefunc-
tion ψ = f(x)ξs, where ξs is an eigenstate of γ13 with
eigenvalue s = ±1: γ13ξs = sξs. Then the spatial part

can be solved as f(x) = N es
m0
vx
|x|, where N is the nor-

malization factor. The condition for a normalizable wave-
function is given by m0vxs < 0, which can be rewritten
as

s = −sgn(m0vx). (78)

Upon projecting onto the ξs basis, we obtain the effective
Hamiltonian for the domain wall mode

h̃dw,s = −vykyσz − vttσx, (79)

and the projected symmetries:

S̃s = −sσz, M̃x = sσ0. (80)

Then the chiral charge for the domain wall fermion is
given by

NS = sgn(svy) = −sgn(m0vxvy) = sQMx
, (81)
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FIG. 15. (a) Starting from a single DDP with QMx = 1, there exist two distinct corner mode patterns via PBDR (we take
vxvy > 0), which correspond to the same bulk phase and can be connected to one another by symmetrically attaching 1D
AFTIs at the boundary. The colors of the corner modes indicate their chiral eigenvalues: S = +1 (blue), and S = −1 (red).

The shapes of the corner modes indicate their mirror eigenvalues: M̃x = +1 (triangle), and M̃x = −1 (circle). Pairs of corner

modes can annihilate one another if their net mirror charge QMx is zero. Since QMx = NSM̃x, there are four such possibilities,
which we circle in dashed lines. (b) Three topologically equivalent corner mode configurations for QMx = 2, which can be
transformed to one another by symmetrically attaching 1D AFTIs at the boundary.

However, a key difference from the previously discussed
Cn case is that, the domain wall mode here carries an
additional mirror index. The projected mirror eigenvalue

M̃x satisfies

M̃x = s = NSQMx
, (82)

which relates the bulk mirror charge to the topological
indices of the domain wall mode. This relation is the
key to understand the bulk-boundary correspondence for
D1-protected AFHOTIs.

2. Bulk-boundary correspondence & topological indices

According to Eq. (82), starting from a Mx-protected
DDP with QMx

= 1, there are two phenomenologically
distinct scenarios for the domain wall modes character-
ized by different (NS , M̃x) indices, namely, (NS , M̃x) =

(+1,+1) or (NS , M̃x) = (−1,−1). Although both cases
lead to a single corner mode located at each Mx-invariant
corner, the corner modes in these two cases carry distinct

S and M̃x indices, as shown in Fig. 15(a). However, since
these two cases are both adiabatically connected to the
same original 2D system, they correspond to the same

bulk phase. As expected, these two corner mode configu-
rations can be transformed from one to the other by sym-
metrically attaching 1D AFTIs on the boundary without
closing the bulk gap, as shown in Fig. 15(a).

Similarly, for two identical Mx-protected Dirac points
(i.e. QMx

= ±2), there exist three topologically equiv-
alent corner mode configurations that can be gener-
ated via the PBDR procedure, as shown in Fig. 15(b).
These three configurations correspond to all possible
combinations of corner mode configurations shown in
Fig. 15(a) for a single DDP. We emphasize that, unlike
Cn-protected AFHOTIs, it is not possible to adiabati-
cally eliminate the two Mx-protected corner modes when
QMx

= ±2. Instead, attaching a pair of mirror-related
1D AFTIs to the system’s boundary can only switch
among the three tcorner mode configurations shown in
Fig. 15(b).

We have shown that for both single and double DDPs,
|QMx

| directly indicates the number of robust corner
modes at each mirror-invariant corner. Systems with
±QMx

, although harboring the same number of corner
modes, are topologically distinct. This is because their

corner modes carry distinct S and M̃x indices, and hence
cannot be adiabatically connected to one another. There-
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fore, we conclude that

• QMx ∈ Z is the topological index for 2D D1-
protected AFHOTIs.

C. D2-protected AFHOTIs

In this subsection, we shall use D2-protected AFHO-
TIs as a case study to demonstrate the general principles
for characterizing and classifying Dn-protected AFHO-
TIs. According to our previous discussions, there are two
nontrivial classes with D2 symmetry: D+

2,+,± and D−2,−,−,
both having a Z× 2Z classified phase-band singularities.

1. D+
2,+,±

In Sec. V E 1, we have shown that the phase-band sin-
gularities for D+

2,+,− are characterized by a pair of topo-

logical charges {QMx
, Q

(2)
0 } satisfying Q

(2)
0 ≡ QMx

(mod
2). Therefore, the bulk-boundary correspondence here
can be directly understood based our results in Sec. IV
and Sec. V C for systems with C2 and Mx symmetries,
respectively.

First of all, any corner mode at a generic, locally Mx-
breaking corner can always be gapped out. To see this, let
us consider a system on a rhombus geometry with two
x-corners and two y-corners. Assuming the existence of
a corner mode with chiral eigenvalue S = 1 at the left
x-corner, its mirror partner at the right x-corner must
also carry S = 1, since [Mx,S] = 0. However, since
{C2,S} = 0, the C2-partner of the left x-corner mode
gives rise to another corner mode carrying S = −1 at the
right x-corner. Therefore, corner modes at every generic
corner must come in pairs with opposite S eigenvalues,
which can always be eliminated together.

As a result, the only robust corner modes must reside
at Mx-invariant corners, which are solely accounted for
by the mirror topological charge, instead of the rotation
charges. We conclude that

• the topological index for class D+
2,+,− AFHOTIs is

QMx
∈ Z.

The above conclusion can be understood in a formal
yet simpler way. Symmetry protected corner modes can
only arise from the following topological indices: the
C2 corner mode index ν2 ∈ Z2 and the mirror charge

QMx ∈ Z. Since ν2 ≡ |Q(2)
0 | ≡ QMx (mod 2), the result-

ing higher-order topological classification is then

(Z2 × Z)/Z2 = Z, (83)

which agrees with our previous physical argument. No-
tably, if we explicitly break Mx while preserving C2, the
system is now characterized by the C2 corner mode in-
dex ν2 alone. Therefore, if there were originally an odd
number of corner modes before Mx was broken, a single

corner mode at each corner can still survive after break-
ing Mx. This corner mode can then be symmetrically
shifted to generic Mx breaking and C2 related corners,
and remains protected by ν2.

Similarly, class D+
2,+,+ is equivalent to D+

2,+,− with Mx

replaced by My, and hence is also classified by QMy
∈ Z,

hosting robust corner modes at My invariant corners.

2. D−2,−,−

Class D−2,−,− has two nontrivial mirror charges

{QMx
, QMy

} satisfying QMx
≡ QMy

(mod 2). There-
fore, both mirrors can protect their own corner modes
at the corresponding mirror-invariant corners. Based on
our previous discussions, it is straightforward to conclude
that

• AFHOTIs belonging to class D−2,−,− are character-

ized by (QMx , QMx −QMy ) ∈ Z× 2Z.

The physical meaning of the Z× 2Z classification is that
the number of corner modes at each Mx-invariant corner
must equal to that at each My-invariant corner, modulo
2. We shall now demonstrate this classification explicitly
following the PBDR procedure.

In Fig. 16(a), we show the possible mass domain wall
patterns for a single DDP described by Hamiltonian (64)
with (QMx , QMy ) = (1, 1). For example, we again take
S = γ45, Mx = γ13, and My = γ23, consistent with
D−2,−,−. Then, a globally mirror symmetric mass do-
main wall can be generated by coupling to a mass term
hm(r) = m0 sgn(xy)γ3. We obtain two topologically
equivalent corner mode configurations (with m0 > 0 and
m0 < 0), hosting one mode at each corner with dif-
ferent S, Mx/My eigenvalues. To further demonstrate
that the number of modes at each Mx-invariant cor-
ner is equal to that at each My-invariant corner mod-
ulo two, in Fig. 16(b)&(c) we stack our original sys-
tem (QMx

, QMy
) = (1, 1) with another system with

(QMx
, QMy

) = (1,±1) respectively. Indeed, we arrive
at two different corner mode configurations with two
modes at each Mx-invariant corner, which corresponds
to QMx

= 2. The number of corner modes at each My-
invariant corner is either two, indicating QMy

= 2; or
zero, indicating QMy

= 0. Therefore, we have demon-

strated the Z× 2Z classification for class D−2,−,− AFHO-
TIs with two inequivalent mirror charges.

D. Classifying general Dn-protected AFHOTIs

1. Guidelines for classifying Dn-protected AFHOTIs

Now we are ready to summarize the general rules for
classifying higher-order topology as well as establishing
the bulk-boundary correspondence for all Dn-protected
AFHOTIs:
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FIG. 16. (a) Two possible domain wall and corner mode patterns generated from a D2-protected DDP with (QMx , QMy ) = (1, 1)
under PBDR, where we take vxvy > 0 for definiteness. The chiral and mirror eigenvalues can be read off from the results shown
in Fig. 15, and we use the same convention for the shape and color of each corner mode as in Fig. 15. (b) Coupling two systems
with (QMx , QMy ) = (1, 1) and (QMx , QMy ) = (1, 1) leads to a net mirror charge of (QMx , QMy ) = (2, 2), which agrees with the
presence of two stable corner modes at each Mx or My-invariant corner. (c) Coupling two systems with (QMx , QMy ) = (1, 1)
and (QMx , QMy ) = (1,−1) leads to a net mirror charge of (QMx , QMy ) = (2, 0). In this case, two robust corner modes only
show up at Mx-invariant corners, which is also consistent with the net mirror charges. Similarly to Fig. 15, two corner modes
that are close together can be symmetrically gapped out only if they have the same color (chiral eigenvalues) but different
shapes (mirror eigenvalues), or vice versa.

(i) If a Cn topological charge Q
(n)
J leads to DDP dou-

blets, it does not contribute to Cn-protected corner
modes;

(ii) If a Cn topological charge Q
(n)
J and a mirror topo-

logical charge QM coexist and satisfy

Q
(n)
J ≡ QM (mod 2), (84)

they together contribute Z to the classification,
which is solely determined by the value of QM ;

(iii) If two inequivalent mirror topological charges QM
and QM ′ coexist and satisfy

QM ≡ QM ′ (mod 2), (85)

they together contribute Z× 2Z to the topological
classification.

Let us briefly explain the above rules. Based on our dis-
cussions of Cn-symmetric AFHOTIs in Sec. VI A, it is
straightforward to see that a DDP doublet will always
lead to an even number of corner modes at each corner,

which is trivial due to the Z2 classification. For the sec-
ond rule, one can use the argument in Sec. VI C to show

that the net contribution from {Q(n)
J and QMx

to the
higher-order topology is (Z×Z2)/Z2 = Z. The third rule
directly follows from our results for D−2,−,− in Sec. VI C.

2. Higher-order topological indices for Dn-protected
AFHOTIs

Combining the above general rules and the classfica-
tion of phase-band singularities in Sec. V, we are now in
place to list our classification results for all Dn-protected
AFHOTIs, along with the corresponding topological in-
dices as follows:

• D1 group: D±1,−,−: QMx
∈ Z;

• D2 group:

1. D+
2,+,±: QMx

∈ Z;

2. D−2,+,±: trivial;

3. D+
2,−,−: trivial;
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FIG. 17. Schematics of corner mode patterns for all nontrivial Dn classes on appropriately chosen boundary geometries. Corner
modes are denoted by spheres, and the different colors denote corner modes protected by two inequivalent mirrors Mx and M ′

respectively.

4. D−2,−,−: {QMx , QMx −QMy} ∈ Z× 2Z;

• D3 group: D±3,−,−: QMx
∈ Z;

• D4 group:

1. D+
4,+,±: trivial;

2. D−4,+,±: QMx
∈ Z;

3. D+
4,−,−: trivial;

4. D−4,−,−: {QMx
, QMx

−QMπ
4
} ∈ Z× 2Z;

• D6 group:

1. D+
6,+,±: QMx

∈ Z;

2. D−6,+,±: trivial;

3. D+
6,−,−: trivial;

4. D−6,−,−: {QMx
, QMx

−QMπ
3
} ∈ Z× 2Z.

Here we have ignored classes D±n,−,+, which do not have
any robust topological singularities.

Let us make a few remarks on the above results. First
of all, despite having nontrivial rotation charges, D+

4,+,±
and D−6,+,± admit a trivial topological classification since
their rotation topological charges always lead to DDP
doublets. Secondly, the higher-order topological clas-
sification for D+

6,+,± is reduced to Z, even though the
corresponding topological singularities are characterized

by {Q(6)
0 , QMx , QMx − Q

(6)
1 } ∈ Z2 × 2Z. This is sim-

ply because (i) Q
(6)
0 always leads to DDP doublets; (ii)

Q
(6)
1 ≡ QMx

(mod 2). Then based on the second rule
listed above, the only topological index in this case is
D+

6,+,± is QMx
∈ Z.

We summarize the full classification of Dn-protected
AFHOTIs in Table II.

3. Boundary geometry for observing all symmetry-protected
corner modes

Since all nontrivial Dn-protected AFHOTIs are char-
acterized solely by the mirror topological charges, we
conclude that robust corner modes can only live on the
mirror-invariant corners of a Dn-protected AFHOTI. In-
deed, following a similar argument for D2 symmetry in
Sec. VI C, one can easily show that corner modes appear-
ing on a generic mirror-breaking corner always come in
pairs, and thus are unstable for a general Dn group.

As a result, a Z-classified Dn-protected AFHOTI will
host robust corner modes on its Mx-invariant corners,
as well as all other corners that are related to the Mx-
symmetric corners via Cn rotations. According to our
classification in Table II, this includes classes D±1,−,−,

D+
2,+,±, D±3,−,−, D−4,+,±, and D+

6,+,± in Dn groups. On
the other hand, if the corresponding AFHOTIs admit a
Z × 2Z classification, corner modes can appear on ge-
ometric corners that are invariant under either Mx or
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M ′ = CnMx symmetry, as well as all other corners that
are Cn-related. AFHOTIs protected by D−2,−,−, D−4,−,−,

and D−6,−,− fall into this class. Therefore, in order to ob-
serve all symmetry protected corner modes, the boundary
of the system must be properly chosen so as to possess the
appropriate mirror-invariant corners. Below we summa-
rize the geometry needed for each class of Dn-protected
AFHOTI in order to observe all boundary features:

• kite: D±1,−,−;

• rhombus: D+
2,+,±, D−2,−,−;

• square: D−4,+,±;

• regular hexagon: D±3,−,−, D+
6,+,±;

• regular octagon: D−4,−,−;

• regular dodecagon: D−6,−,−.

One can, of course, choose a geometry with a higher sym-
metry than listed above to observe the desired corner
modes. In Fig. 17, we schematically show the bound-
ary geometry listed above for each class of Dn-protected
AFHOTIs.

This completes our higher-order topological classifica-
tion and bulk-boundary correspondence analysis for Dn-
protected AFHOTIs.

VII. MODEL REALIZATIONS AND
EXPERIMENTAL DETECTIONS

As a demonstration of our classification scheme, in this
section we present two concrete lattice models for C2 and
D4-protected AFHOTIs, respectively. We shall analyze
the symmetry and topological properties for both mod-
els, plot their phase-band spectra to reveal the singu-
larity physics, and explicitly show how the anomalous
corner modes are indicated by the corresponding higher-
order topological indices defined in Sec. VI. Finally, we
will briefly discuss realizations of these AFHOTI models
in various experimental platforms and further provide a
proposal on accessing the higher-order topological indices
in experiment.

A. C2-symmetric AFHOTI

Our first model of C2-protected AFHOTI starts from
a coupled-chain construction of the 1D AFTI model in
Sec. III B, which is further decorated with a set of in-
terchain dimer bonds u2, as shown in Fig. 18(a). Each
unit cell now contains four inequivalent atoms, labeled
by A1, A2, B1 and B2. The time-dependent Hamiltonian
is given by:

H(2)(k, t) =


u0

∑
r,i=1,2 c

†
r,Ai

cr,Bi + h.c. 0 < t ≤ T
4 and 3T

4 < t ≤ T ;

u1

∑
r,i=1,2 c

†
r+ax,Ai

cr,Bi + u2

∑
r(c
†
r,B1

cr,B2
+ c†r+ay,A1

cr,A2
) + h.c. T

4 < t ≤ 3T
4 ,

(86)

In Appendix E, we provide the matrix representation
of H(2)(k, t) in momentum space. By construction,
H(2)(k, t) respects both C2 and S, where

S =

(
σz 0
0 −σz

)
, C2 =

(
σx 0
0 σxe

iky

)
, (87)

under the basis Φ2 = (|A1〉, |B1〉, |A2〉, |B2〉)T . Note that
(C2)2 = 1 and the anti-commutation relation {C2,S} = 0
is satisfied. This model thus corresponds to class C+

2,+ in
Table II, which has a Z2 classification.

As discussed in Appendix E, H(2)(k, t) has a rather
rich phase diagram with the phase boundary determined
by

u0 ± u1 + u2 =
2mπ

T
, and u0 ± u1 − u2 =

2mπ

T
, m ∈ Z.

(88)
In Fig. 18(b), we calculate the Floquet quasienergy
spectrum with open boundary in both spatial directions
for u1 = 2u0 = 4u2 = 2π/T . As shown in Fig. 18(b),
there exists a pair of robust corner-localized 0 and π

modes. To show that these corner modes are protected
by irremovable DWPs, we plot the phase band of the

return map Ũ(k, t) along Γ-axis in Fig. 18(c). Indeed, we
find a DWP in the phase band featuring the anomalous
C2-velocity locking effect discussed above and hence
is topologically stable. Based on the relation between
C2 eigenvalues and t-directional velocities, it is easy to

find that the C2 corner-mode index ν2 = |Q(2)
0 | = 1, in

agreement with the number of corner modes. Therefore,
the corner modes in our model is indeed C2-protected,
and the corresponding higher-order bulk-boundary
correspondence also holds.

B. D4-symmetric AFHOTI

We now give another example of AFHOTI with D4

symmetry. Notably, this model was first proposed in
Ref. [70] as a Floquet quadrupole insulator, similar to
that in Ref. [1], while the key role of D4 and S in pro-
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FIG. 18. Schematics of H(2) and H(4) are shown in (a) and (d), where the red stars label the rotation center. Anomalous

Floquet corner modes and phase band with C2-protected [D4-protected] DWP for H(2) [H(4)] are shown in (b) and (c) [(e) and
(f)], respectively.

tecting bulk higher-order topology was overlooked. Here
we revisit this model and fully demonstrate its AFHOTI
physics based on our theoretical framework.

The D4-symmetric AFHOTI model is described by the
following time-dependent Hamiltonian

H(4)(k, t) =


h

(4)
1 0 < t ≤ T

4 and 3T
4 < t ≤ T ;

h
(4)
2

T
4 < t ≤ 3T

4 .

(89)
Each unit cell for H(4) contains four atoms labeled by
A1,2 and B1,2, following H(2)’s convention. Under the ba-
sis Φ4 = (|A1〉, |B1〉, |A2〉, |B2〉)T , the momentum-space
Hamiltonian matrices are

h
(4)
1 = w0(γ45 + γ14),

h
(4)
2 = w1(cos kxγ45 + cos kyγ14 − sin kxγ4 − sin kyγ24).

(90)

The definition of the γ matrices is the same as in Eq. (26).
H(4) respects both D4 and chiral symmetries, where

C4 =

(
0 σ0

−iσy 0

)
, Mx = γ3, S = γ34. (91)

Here (C4)4 = −1 and {S, C4} = 0 is again satisfied. Since
{Mx,S} = 0, this model corresponds to class D−4,+,+ in
Table II, which has a Z classification.

When w0 = 2
3w1 = π√

2T
, H(4) hosts a pair of zero

and π modes at each corner of the system, as shown in
Fig. 18(e). We further scan the phase band of the return

map Ũ(k, t) within one period and identify the existence
of a DDP located at the Γ-axis, as shown in Fig. 18(f).
The D4-symmetric model is analytically tractable, and

we derive the effective Hamiltonian of this DDP in ap-
pendix F. The effective Hamiltonian has a block-diagonal
form up to O(k2), corresponding to the two Weyl points
that form this DDP,

Heff =


vtt ei

π
4 vkk+ 0 0

e−i
π
4 v∗kk− −vtt 0 0
0 0 vtt ei

π
4 vkk+

0 0 e−i
π
4 v∗kk− −vtt

 ,

(92)

where vt = w1T√
2

, vl = (−i/
√

2)e
i[
w0T

2
√

2
]
sin w0T

2
√

2
. We find

that the jz eigenvalues of the four bands form the ba-

sis Ψ =
(
| 12 〉, |

3
2 〉, | −

1
2 〉, | −

3
2 〉
)T

, corresponding to the

previous Ψd,+ with n = 4 and J = 1
2 . Indeed, such a

DDP is stable, and can be analytically shown to carry

a C4 topological charge Q
(4)
1
2

= −sgn(vt). The mir-

ror topological charge can only be defined for Mπ
4

=
C4Mx, since [Mπ

4
,S] = {Mx,S} = 0, where we nu-

merically find |QMπ
4
| = 1 for our choice of parameters,

in agreement with the corner mode configuration de-
picted in Fig. 18(e). This unambiguously demonstrate
D4-protected anomalous Floquet higher-order topology
in this system. Furthermore, if Mx is broken, the higher-
order topology is still C4-protected, as the DDP might

split into a DWP yielding |Q(4)
1
2

| = 1.

C. Experimental realization and detection of
phase-band singularities

Besides serving as a proof of concept, both models can
be feasibly realized in various state-of-the-art experimen-
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tal platforms, such as cold atoms [83], photonic waveg-
uides [84–87], ring resonators [88], and acoustic platforms
[89], where their first-order cousin (i.e. 2D AFTIs) has
been successfully demonstrated. In particular, we also
note a recent experiment on Floquet SSH model with
anomalous π mode in photonic waveguides [90], which,
upon some slight modifications, can be directly coupled
to achieve our C2 AFHOTI phase.

Besides detecting the corner modes at both quasiener-
gies 0 and π, one can instead prove the higher-order topo-
logical nature by directly measuring the phase-band sin-
gularities in the bulk. To achieve this, we propose to
design a path shown in Fig. 2 that connects an AFHOTI
phase to the high frequency limit by slowly increasing
the driving frequency ω, until ω is much larger than the
band width of the static Hamiltonian. During this pro-
cess, there exists a topological critical point that closes
the π quasienergy gap and further separates the AFHOTI
phase from a static limit, which is exactly our pro-
posed phase-band singularity. Namely, by simply tuning
the system to its high frequency limit, one can directly
extract our proposed higher-order topological index by
measuring the properties of the topological critical point
in the Floquet spectrum. It should be noted that a simi-
lar measurement of the monopole charge for Weyl singu-
larities has already been achieved for 2D class A AFTIs in
a cold atom system [83]. Therefore, the boundary signal
of corner modes, together with the bulk measurement of
the higher-order topological index, will demonstrate the
anomalous Floquet higher-order topological physics in an
unambiguous way.

VIII. DISCUSSIONS

To conclude, we have established a long-sought the-
oretical framework to diagnose and classify anomalous
Floquet higher-order topological phenomena, which is
completely beyond any known topological diagnostic for
static crystalline systems. Our approach is based on
the concept of symmetry-protected phase-band singulari-
ties, which manifest themselves as exotic Dirac/Weyl sin-
gularities featuring unconventional dispersion relations
that can only occur on the surface of higher-dimensional
TCIs. To prove the higher-order bulk-boundary corre-
spondence between phase-band singularities and Floquet
corner modes, we develop the method of phase-band di-
mensional reduction, which provides a direct mapping be-
tween 2D AFHOTIs to 1D AFTIs. With the 1D AFTIs as
the topological building blocks, we manage to extract the
higher-order topological indices for all point-group sym-
metry protected 2D AFHOTIs, which thus accomplishes
both the topological classification and characterization.

We mention that there are still several intriguing open
questions for Floque topological matters, waiting to be
explored within our proposed framework. For example,
we have limited our discussion in the present work to
“strong” topological phenomena. In principle, a finer

topological classification with translation symmetries can
be achieved similarly, where we expect the weak anoma-
lous Floquet topological phases to be indicated by line-
node-like phase-band singularities. Featuring flat-band-
like 0 and π edge modes, an example of such weak AFTI
is simply a “trivial” stacking of 1D AFTIs, which is al-
ready contained in the phase diagram of our C2-AFHOTI
model (see Appendix E for details).

On the other hand, it is straightforward to apply our
framework to classify anomalous Floquet higher-order
topological phenomena in other tenfold-way symmetry
classes. Nonetheless, switching from the chiral symmetry
S to other internal symmetries (e.g. particle-hole sym-
metry) could lead to completely distinct topological clas-
sification and boundary physics. For example, we have
demonstrated that S strictly prohibits any anomalous
chiral edge modes, since the net phase-band Weyl charge
must vanish. In contrast, such a constraint is relaxed
when we consider driven systems with particle-hole sym-
metry. Namely, a 2D driven superconductor could be 1st-
order topological with anomalous chiral Majorana edge
modes, or 2nd-order topological with anomalous corner
Majorana modes at both quasienergies 0 and π [91].

Beyond spatial crystalline symmetries, 2D AFHOTIs
can also be protected by nonsymmorphic space-time crys-
talline symmetries [65, 68, 92], e.g. a time-glide mirror
that combines both spatial mirror reflection and a half-
period translation along the time direction. Note that
such a time-glide AFHOTI has been proposed to admit
a winding-number-based topological index, similar to a
1D class AIII AFTI discussed in Sec. III. Therefore, the
topological winding number for time-glide AFHOTIs is
also expected to indicate the existence of certain topo-
logical singularities in the phase bands, which fits well
into our classification framework.

The present classification scheme is also readily gen-
eralized to 3D AFHOTIs with either (i) anomalous chi-
ral/helical hinge modes traversing the Floquet band gap
or (ii) robust 0 and π corner modes. The phase bands
now live in a four-dimensional (k, t) space, and hence ex-
hibits new types of phase-band topological singularities
that are related to the surface states of 5D TCIs.

Last but not least, it is also desirable to reformulate
our proposed higher-order topological indices into more

accessible topological invariants for Ũ , perhaps similar
to those homotopy invariants for 1D and 2D AFTIs. We
leave this interesting topic to future works [93].
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Appendix A: C2-protected 4D topological crystalline
insulators

In this section, we present a general theory of C2-
protected 4D TCIs that are characterized by a new 4D
topological invariant, the rotation Chern number. We
will construct the corresponding minimal model, define
the rotation Chern number, and further solve analyti-
cally for the 3D topological surface states. We will show
that the surface states of such a C2-protected 4D TCI are
precisely Weyl nodes exhibiting the C2-velocity locking
as in the C2-protected DWPs.

1. Minimal model and rotation Chern number

We start by presenting a minimal model of C2-
protected 4D TCI, following the construction scheme in
Ref. [78]. Consider the following γ matrices

γ1 = τx ⊗ σz, γ2 = τy ⊗ σz, γ3 = τ0 ⊗ σx,
γ4 = τ0 ⊗ σy, γ5 = τz ⊗ σz, (A1)

with which all other γ matrices can be generated as γij =
[γi, γj ]/(2i). Then for a general 4D Dirac system with

h =
∑5
i=1 diγi, its second Chern number is given by [94]

C(2) =
3

8π2

ˆ
d4kεabcded̂a∂kx d̂b∂ky d̂c∂kz d̂d∂kw d̂e, (A2)

which is defined in the 4D momentum space

(kx, ky, kz, kw). Here d̂i = di/
√∑

i d
2
i . Our mini-

mal model consists of two 4D Chern insulators with
opposite C(2) values, which can be achieved by the
following Hamiltonian,

hTCI(k) =

(
h+(k) 0

0 h−(k)

)
, (A3)

where h±(k) = v[sin kxγ1±sin kyγ2+sin kzγ3+sin kwγ4]+
m(k)γ5. In particular, m(k) = A0 +A1[cos kx + cos ky +

cos kz+cos kw] and the matrix block h± hosts C(2) = ±1
when −4A1 < A0 < −2A1.

We now consider a two-fold rotation symmetry C2 =
s0 ⊗ γ12 that transforms hTCI as,

C2hTCI(kx, ky, kz, kw)C−1
2 = hTCI(−kx,−ky, kz, kw)

(A4)

On the C2-invariant plane with kx,y = 0 spanned by
(kz, kw), hTCI becomes four decoupled 2 × 2 matrix
blocks,

hTCI =

4⊕
i=1

hi, (A5)

Here, we have

h1 = h3 = v(sin kzσx + sin kwσy) + m̃(kz, kw)σz,

h2 = h4 = v(sin kzσx + sin kwσy)− m̃(kz, kw)σz,(A6)

with m̃(kz, kw) = A0 +2A1 +A1(cos kz +cos kw). There-
fore, when −4A1 < A0 < −2A1, we find h1,3 has a first

Chern number C(1) = 1, while the first Chern number
for h2,4 is −1. According to the representation of C2,
h1,3 and h2,4 live in the C2 = +1 and C2 = −1 sub-

spaces, respectively. Although the net C(1) is zero for all
his, following Ref. [78], we can define a new C2-protected
topological invariant dubbed the rotation Chern number
CR, where

CR ≡
C(1)(C2 = 1)− C(1)(C2 = −1)

2
∈ Z. (A7)

For hTCI with −4A1 < A0 < −2A1, the rotation Chern
number CR = 1.

2. Surface state and C2-velocity locking

The nontrivial value of CR directly implies the C2-
protected 4D crystalline topology in hTCI, despite a van-
ishing second Chern number. To explore the correspond-
ing topological boundary modes for this class of 4D TCI,
we consider a 4D slab with periodic boundary condi-
tions in x, y, z-directions but an open boundary con-
dition along the w-direction. Expanding hTCI around
kx = ky = kz = 0 to O(k), we have

h± = v(kxγ1 ± kyγ2 + kzγ3)− iv∂wγ4 +M0γ5, (A8)

where M0 = A0 + 4A1 > 0. Then both h± admit the
same zero-mode equation at kx = ky = kz = 0,

(−iv∂wγ4 +M0γ5)ψ(w) = 0, (A9)

which can be rewritten as

(∂w −
M0

v
γ45)ψ(w) = 0. (A10)

We now consider a trial wavefunction

ψ(w) = f(w)ξs, (A11)

where the spatial part f(w) = N e−λw and the spinor
part γ45ξs = sξs for s = ±. It is easy to solve that λ =
−m0s

v , which is required to be positive for a normalized
wavefunction. Then for v > 0, we have s = −1 and thus
have two choices for ξs,

ξ
(1)
− =

1√
2

(0, 0, 1, 1)T , ξ
(2)
− =

1√
2

(−1, 1, 0, 0)T . (A12)

By projecting h± onto the zero-mode basis, we obtain
the effective Hamiltonians for the corresponding surface
state

hsurface = v

 kz −k+ 0 0
−k− −kz 0 0

0 0 kz −k−
0 0 −k+ −kz

 , (A13)
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while the projected C2 symmetry is

C̃2 =

−1
1
−1

1

 . (A14)

From Eq. (A13) and Eq. (A14), it is easy to see that

• the surface state consists of two 3D Weyl nodes
with opposite monopole charges;

• the surface state features C2-velocity locking effect
along the C2-invariant axis (kx = ky = 0) in the
surface Brillouin zone.

Therefore, the surface state of a 4D C2-protected TCI
with CR = 1 exactly reproduces the key features of
the dynamical Weyl pair found in a C2-protected 2D
AFHOTI.

Appendix B: Topological charges of Dn single groups
with (Cn)n = 1

In this section, we derive the topological charges for
Dn single groups with (Cn)n = 1. As discussed in the
main text, Mx maps a phase band eigenstate with jz = J
to another eigenstate at the same location with jz = −J .
When J takes integer values, however, not all possible
J leads to a two-dimensional irrep. In particular, when
−J = J mod n, the corresponding eigenstate remains
to be a one-dimensional irrep. of Cn. Below we list the
irreps for each Dn single group:

• D2: only 1-d irreps for J = 0, 1;

• D4: two 1-d irreps for J = 0, 2, and one 2-d irrep
{J = 1, J = 3};

• D6: two 1-d irreps for J = 0, 3, and two 2-d irreps
{J = 1, J = 5}, {J = 2, J = 4}.

First, the condition for an unstable Dirac point: J +

1 = −J mod n, which leads to Q
(n)
n−1
2

= 0, places no con-

straint for integer-valued J ’s. Second, since D2 shares
the same irreps as C2, mirror symmetry does not in-
troduce further constraints in this case. So the classi-
fication for D2 single group is still Q

(2)
0 ∈ Z. For D4,

there is only one 2-d irrep, so there will be a three-
fold degenerate Dirac point formed by the phase band
states (|J = 1〉, |J = 2〉, |J = 3〉)T . This leads to

the constraint Q
(4)
0 = Q

(4)
1 , which reduces the classi-

fication to Q
(4)
0 ∈ Z. For D6, there are two 2-d ir-

reps, which form a four-fold degenerate Dirac point un-
der the basis (|J = 1〉, |J = 2〉, |J = 4〉, |J = 5〉)T . This

leads to the constraint Q
(6)
1 = −Q(6)

4 which is identi-
cal to that from the chiral symmetry. However, it is
also possible to form a three-fold degenerate Dirac point
under (|J = 0〉, |J = 1〉, |J = 5〉)T , which imposes

Q
(6)
0 = −Q(6)

5 = Q
(6)
2 . Therefore, the classification for

D6 single group reduces to {Q(6)
0 , Q

(6)
1 } ∈ Z2. We sum-

marize the results below:

• D2: Q
(2)
0 ∈ Z;

• D4: Q
(4)
0 ∈ Z;

• D6: {Q(6)
0 , Q

(6)
1 } ∈ Z2.

Appendix C: Angular momentum basis and mirror
symmetry

We now prove the relation between Mx(n−1
2 ) and

Mx(− 1
2 ) in Eq. (61) of Sec. V F.

Recall that a single DDP compatible with D−n,−,− is
described by the basis ΨJ = (|J〉, |J + 1〉, | − J〉, | − J −
1〉)T , where J = − 1

2 or J = n−1
2 . In particular, an even

n requires n−1
2 to be a half-integer, which agrees with the

double group nature of D−n,−,−.
For spinful fermions, an angular momentum state can

be formally written as

|jz〉 = |lz, sz〉 (C1)

where lz ∈ Z and sz =↑, ↓ denote the orbital and spin
contributions to jz. As a result, a state |J〉 can come
from the following two microscopic possibilities:

|J〉 = |J − 1

2
, ↑〉, or |J〉 = |J +

1

2
, ↓〉, (C2)

according to Eq. C1. We note Mx flips the spin as a
π rotation around y axis, and further flips lz with an
additional factor of (−1)lz . Therefore, we have

Mx

(
|lz, ↑〉
| − lz, ↓〉

)
= (−1)lz iσy

(
|lz, ↑〉
| − lz, ↓〉

)
. (C3)

Consequently, we find that for |J〉,

Mx

(
|J〉
| − J〉

)
= (−1)J−

1
2 iσy

(
|J〉
| − J〉

)
(C4)

always holds, in spite of the choices in Eq. C2. Then it
is easy to show that

Mx(−1

2
) = −iτz ⊗ σy,

Mx(
n− 1

2
) = −i(−1)

n
2 τz ⊗ σy, (C5)

leading to

Mx(
n− 1

2
) = (−1)

n
2Mx(−1

2
) (C6)

as shown in Eq. (61).
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Appendix D: Fragility of dynamical Weyl
quadrupole in Ref. [1]

We will show in this section that the “dynamical Weyl
quadrupole” introduced in Ref. [1] as a characterization
for the anomalous quadrupole phase is in fact unsta-
ble. The model studied in Ref. [1] is similar to the D4-
symmetric model discussed in the main text as well as in
Ref. [70], but only has D2 symmetry. The time depen-
dent Hamiltonian of Ref. [1] is given by:

H(t) = h0, t ∈ T1; H(t) = hy, t ∈ T2;

H(t) = hx, t ∈ T3; H(t) = h0, t ∈ T4; (D1)

where Ts = [(s− 1)T/4, sT/4). The Hamiltonian in each
time duration is give by: h0 = t0(τ1σ0 + τ2σ2), hx =
tx(cos kxτ1σ0 − sin kxτ2σ3), and hy = ty(cos kyτ2σ2 +
sin kyτ2σ1), where τ , σ are Pauli matrices, and the choice
of basis is the same as in the D4 symmetric model in the
main text. The important symmetries for our purpose
are:

Mx = iτ1σ3, My = iτ1σ1. (D2)

Despite the similarity with the D4 symmetric model dis-
cussed in the main text, this model does not have C4

rotation symmetry, nor does it have chiral symmetry.
Ref. [1] claims that the phase band Weyl nodes form a
quadrupole pattern protected by Mx and My, and de-
fines the total Weyl charge within the first quadrant of
the Brillouin zone mod 2 as a topological invariant for the
corner mode at quasienergy π/T . However, since there
is no chiral symmetry in this model, mirror symmetry
alone cannot protect dynamical singularities, according
to our discussions in Sec. V C. Therefore, one can adia-
batically move the quadruplet of Weyl nodes altogether
such that they coincide at one point in (k, t) space, and
gap them out with symmetry-preserving perturbations.
We now show this explicitly for this model.

We choose tx = ty = π/T as in Ref. [1], and take

t0 =
√

2π/T for which the model hosts corner modes
at quasienergy π/T . As shown in Fig. 19(a), the phase
band exhibits a four-fold degenerate Dirac singularity at
(kx = ky = 0, t = T

2 ). Slightly changing t0 will split
this Dirac node and form the Weyl quadrupole configu-
ration as discussed in Ref. [1]. Therefore, the situation
shown in Fig. 19(a) corresponds to smoothly deforming
the quadrupole pattern such that they coincide at one
point. Next, we introduce the following perturbation to
Hamiltonian (D1):

h0 → h0 − δ(τ2σ2 + coskxτ3σ2 + sinkyτ3σ1). (D3)

One can easily check that this perturbation respects D2

symmetry. However, upon adding this perturbation, the
singularity is gapped out, as shown in Fig. 19(b). There-
fore, we conclude that the dynamical Weyl quadrupole
configuration introduced in Ref. [1] is unstable under
generic D2-symmetric perturbations, consistent with our
previous general discussions.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 19. (a) Phase band Ũ(k, T
2

) of the D2 model (D1).

We choose tx = ty = π/T , t0 =
√

2π/T , in accordance with
Ref. [1], and the model hosts corner mode at quasienergy
π/T . The phase band shows a four-fold Dirac singularity at
the Γ point. (b) The singularity is gapped out upon adding
a perturbation (D3) that respects D2 symmetry. We choose
δ = 0.4π/T . Although only the phase band at t = T

2
is shown

here, we have also checked the phase band at arbitrary t and
confirmed that there is no singularity anywhere for 0 < t < T .

Appendix E: Phase diagram of the C2-symmetric
model

We first present the matrix representation of H(2) in
momentum space,

h1 = u0τ0 ⊗ σ1,

h2 =


0 u1e

ikx u2 0
u1e
−ikx 0 0 u2e

iky

u2 0 0 u1e
ikx

0 u2e
−iky u1e

−ikx 0

 (E1)

The analytical expression for U(k, t) at a general (k, t) is
difficult to obtain, which nonetheless is indeed solvable
for each rotation-invariant axis. We further note that the
Floquet quasienergy gap can close only at k = (0, 0) or
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k = (π, 0). Then the phase boundaries are found to be

u0 ± u1 + u2 =
2mπ

T
and u0 ± u1 − u2 =

2mπ

T
(E2)

for m ∈ Z. These phase boundaries lead to a rich topo-
logical phase diagram, as shown in Fig. 20. In particular,
the blue and red phase boundaries in Fig. 20 denote the
Floquet gap closing at quasieneries 0 and π, respectively.
Here are the meaning of each phase in Fig. 20

• Trivial: A topologically trivial phase with no
boundary feature.

• 0-weak or π-weak: A weak topological insulator
which hosts 1d flat edge band at 0 or π energy.

• 0-HOTI or π-HOTI: A higher-order topological in-
sulator with 0 or π corner modes.

• 0-nodal or π-nodal: A gapless system with point
nodes at energy 0 or π.

• 0-line or π-line: A gapless system with line nodes
at energy 0 or π.

For example, a π-HOTI only hosts π-corner modes in-
stead of 0-corner modes. On the other hand, a 0-
HOTI&π-HOTI hosts both 0 and π corner modes, which
is exactly the AFHOTI phase in the main text. For our
purpose, we focus on the AFHOTI phase in the phase
diagram. A full topological characterization of the other
exotic Floquet phases is left for future work.

Appendix F: Analytical details of D4-symmetric
AFHOTI

1. Analytical expression of U(k, t)

We are interested in the time-evolution operator
U(k, t) for t ∈ (T4 , T ], since U(k, t < T

4 ) cannot host any

DDP. For convenience, we define U2 = U(k, T4 < t ≤ 3T
4 )

and U3 = U(k, 3T
4 < t ≤ T ). In what follows, we will set

T = 1 for simplicity. We switch to a rotation-symmetric
basis by finding a unitary matrix V , s.t.

V C4V
† =


ei
π
4 0 0 0

0 e−i
π
4 0 0

0 0 ei
3π
4 0

0 0 0 e−i
3π
4

 = ei
π
2 Jz , (F1)

where Jz = diag[ 1
2 ,−

1
2 ,

3
2 ,−

3
2 ]. Therefore, the Hamilto-

nian H̃(4)(k, t) = V H(4)(k, t)V † is under the following
new basis

Ψ =

(
|1
2
〉, | − 1

2
〉, |3

2
〉, | − 3

2
〉
)T

. (F2)

We expand U2t and U3t around Γ and find that they have
a universal form,

Ui(k, t) =

 ai 0 bi 0
0 ai 0 ci
−b∗i 0 a∗i 0

0 −c∗i 0 a∗i

 , for i = 2, 3, (F3)

where

a2 = e
− i

2
√

2
[w0+w1(4t−1)]

,

b2 = −1 + i

2
sin

[√
2w1(t− 1

4
)

]
e
iw0
2
√

2 k+,

c2 = −1− i
2

sin

[√
2w1(t− 1

4
)

]
e
iw0
2
√

2 k−, (F4)

and

a3 = e
− i√

2
[w1+w0(2t−1)]

,

b3 = −1 + i

2
sin

[
w1√

2

]
ei
√

2w0(1−t)k+,

c3 = −1− i
2

sin

[
w1√

2

]
ei
√

2w0(1−t)k−. (F5)

When a DDP occurs at (k0, t0), we expect the time-
evolution operator

U(k0, t0) = −14 (F6)

Take k0 = Γ, the condition for a DDP to occur in Ui is
simply

ai = −1. (F7)

2. Condition for DDP

Let us first check U2. When imposing a2 = −1, we
have

w0 + w1(4t− 1) = 2
√

2π,
T

4
≤ t ≤ 3T

4
, (F8)

which is only possible when

2w1 + w0 ≥ 2
√

2π. (F9)

We have focused on the parameter regime where w0, w1 ∈
[0,
√

2π], due to the periodicity of the phase diagram [70].
When DDP exists in U3, we have a3 = −1, leading to

√
2(w1 + w0(2t− 1)) = 2π,

3T

4
≤ t ≤ T. (F10)

By solving the above inequalities, we arrive at the DTS
condition for U3 as

2w1 + w0 ≤ 2
√

2π

w1 + w0 ≥
√

2π. (F11)

Together with the condition for U2, we conclude that the
DDP always exists when w0 + w1 ≥

√
2π. As shown in

Ref. [70], w0 + w1 =
√

2π is exactly the phase boundary
separating the phases with and without π corner modes
for H(4). Thus, we have proved for H(4) that

• the DDP occurs if and only if the system hosts
symmetry-protected π corner modes.
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𝑢0/𝜋
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0-nodal

0-nodal
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0-nodal
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0-line
𝜋-HOTI

trivial 𝜋-weak
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𝜋-HOTI
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0-HOTI
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0-nodal
𝜋-HOTI

0-HOTI
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trivial 0-weak

0-nodal
𝜋-nodal

0-HOTI
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0-HOTI
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0-nodal
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0-nodal
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0-HOTI 𝜋-HOTI 0-nodal
𝜋-nodal
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0-nodal 𝜋-nodal 𝜋-nodal 0-nodal

0-weak trivial 𝜋-weak trivial 0-weak

0-gap closing
𝜋-gap closing

FIG. 20. Phase diagram of H(2) for u2 = 0.5π

3. Effective Hamiltonian of D4-protected DDP

Now we show that the topological singularity found
above by is indeed a D4-protected four-fold-degenerate
Dirac point. As an example, we consider the singularity

at t = t0 ∈ (T4 ,
3T
4 ] for U2. Following Eq. F8, we have

w0 + w1(4t0 − 1) = 2
√

2π (F12)

By expanding U2(k, t) around t0 with t = t0 + ∆t, and
denote ∆t ≡ t, we arrive at

U2(k, t) ≈ −14 +


ivtt 0 −eiπ4 vkk+ 0
0 ivtt 0 −e−iπ4 vkk−

e−i
π
4 v∗kk− 0 −ivtt 0
0 ei

π
4 v∗kk+ 0 −ivtt

 (F13)

where

vt =
w1√

2
, vk =

1√
2
e
i
w0
2
√

2 sin
w0

2
√

2
. (F14)

This immediately leads to

hD = i logU2(k, t) =


vtt 0 −ieiπ4 vkk+ 0
0 vtt 0 −ie−iπ4 vkk−

ie−i
π
4 v∗kk− 0 −vtt 0
0 iei

π
4 v∗kk+ 0 −vtt

 , (F15)

which is exactly a 3d Dirac point in the (k, t) parameter space.
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